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CWU hit vvith I0.1 °/o budget cuts
By ALAN ANDERSON
Managing Editor

Although there is now a possibility they may never get off paper,
Central President Donald Garrity
is preparing to make the 10.1 percent cuts in the school's general
operating budget that Gov. John
Spellman ordered of all state institutions last month.
At a meeting with the six
Washington university presidents
Monday in Seattle, the Governor
agreed to call the legislature into
special session in November and
request a tax increase, easing the
pinch felt by higher education.
"That's encouraging," Garrity
said in an interview on Tuesday.
"The governor has indicated his
seriousness and concern - and
that he has some knowledge with
regard to the impact on higher
education."
The decision, however, will be
left up to the legislators.
In the meantime Garrity must
continue plans for the 10.1 percent
cuts, and begin thinking about an
additional 9.9 percent (20 percent
total) which may become
necessary if the states public
schools (K-12) are relieved of the
cuts by a Washington Supreme
' .Jlt : f<.>l'i ::id ll

euse brought by the Seattle
t<.:dueation Association claims the
. constitution stipulates that the
,wte is responsible for providing
, basic education, and that with a
' i'e du c: t.i on of r evenue to this
ruagnitude, it could not provide
such an education. The trial is
scheduled to begin next week.
" Moving to that level of cut,"
Garrity said at a special board of
t.·ustees meeting last Friday, " it
1 became impossible to imagine
simply making reductions in pro6rams, in personnel and in support
that any longer made sense. It
would be my judgement that
should the 9.9 percent be added, it
would be necessary for us to sit
<lown and reorganize the universi1
L~ in its totality.''
11..
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".·.It is th~ sense.of.this board, that the cuts required will create such severe fiscal impact as to 1'eopardize the univeisity s ot)il1t y to hdlill 11 ·
stated educational m1ss1on."
'
St111k111 S1 ·1·,· i1'1' :,
reduction in the cidmini~trat1ve
Academics
"We've been on a diet for a long
A l'l,_'.l\\l . L\\lll 1,\ ~·'. )\).\ )\'ii\ \ \'l) \ 1: 1.\W
Reduction of $1 ,074,000 is re-

time and now it's not possible to go

quired from the academics area.

further on one. Rather, the university will have to give up a nwnber

of fundamentally important
things, " Garrity said.
This year CWU will have to cut
$2.4 million from its budget, followed by $3.3 million in the second half
of the biennium, Garrity explained. He then recommended to the
board a series of non-specific cuts.
After adjourning for a closed-door
session, the trustees returned and
voted to give the president authority to make specific cuts from the
following guidelines:
Operations
Reduction of $61,000 in the operations department, which Dr. Garrity governs, must be made. One
position is at risk.

staff an<l facu\ly posi.liuns by as
mar.y as 40, in additi~n to tlle;::;c

-= tudent services buugd, wliicll i.s
basically made up of personnel
Taken from the library budget costs, is necessary, Garrity sa.r~.
would be $211,000. Personnel sav- This will require leaving ope11 four
ings would amount to $120,000 and currently unfilled positllllls ;111d
operational reductions would save puttin ~ two ;i dditiu11al one.-; .it ri :-; k .

Five positions currently ·vacant ". already frozen.

shall not be filled; cut some
$200,000 in instructional support
. (classroom tools such as
chemicals, frogs, etc.); a cut of
$35,000 in the operational costs of
off-campus instruction; save
$35,000 by working out altered
work schedules of staff in the instructional area; move from the
swnmer session of the second year
approximately $175,000 to soften
the impact on this year; and propose to move $200,000 from the
physical plant area into academics
to buff er the cutbacks.

fall enrollment
up more than

300 students
After two days of classes, Cen- from the announced cutbacks at
the University of Washington and
tral Washington University's fall
quarter enrollment was up more Western Washington University is
than 300 over last year's first week what Director of Admissions,
figures, according to James Pap- Bruce Bradberry attributes to the
pas, CWU dean of admissions and increase.
The combination of the two, he
records.
"As of Sept. 25, our head-count explained, gave CWU the chance to
enrollment was 5,770, compared to contact students who would have
5,448 at this time last year," he otherwise never heard of the col. lege. "A lot of people on the west
said.
A more aggressive recruiting side of the mountains don't even
policy, coupled with reprecussions know there is an east side,"

With these cuts, $479,000 is left to
be found elsewhere in the instructional budget area. It also means a

Bradberry said. He also noted that
60 percent of Central's population
are natives of western Washington.
The increase adds to a rising
trend Central has been experiencing since the mid-70s, when it hit a
low of 5,450 students. Bradberry
hopes to see the figure surpass
6,000 this year, a number that
would put the on-campus population at about the right number.
"It's easy to get around but it's
big enough to offer what they (the
students) want," he said.
Central's enrollment record is
7,536, set in 1970.
Bradberry is a bit surprised that
the newly adopted admissions
standards requiring a 2.5 GPA for
entrance to the college didn't have
an impact on enrollment.
· This new standard should also
lower the freshman dropout rate,
Bradberry said, which is currently
estimated between 50 and 55 perecent.
There are several re ·
this high dropout rate,
Pappas
is quick to point 1.mt. Othe1 1 '-".:>vii.:>
include trans£ ers, financiai' pro-

$90,000. This cut would mean largely operational support, Garrity
says, but adds that most sadly, the
purchase of books and journals
would be halted.
From the area of admission and
records would have to come
$56,000. The support budget will
suffer a $24,000 loss, while personnel costs will total $32,000. At risk
in this area is up to three positions.
Remaining in the central portion
of the budget, academics, there is
still $1,346,000 in reductions to be
found.

ln addition

tD U1;1\., $ \ \ .11111111 1 .1 111 ·

port funds must
of $101,000.

\Je

cul , for

<i

\uL 1\

Business Affairs and Physical
Plant

A transfer of $200,000 will be
made from this area into
academics to "make every effort
to preserve entire academic programs," Garrity stated. In ci<ldition to that, $418,000 in operational
support funds must be cut, along
with $270,000 in personnel expen-

blems, and staggered enrollment
from part-time and off-campus
students.
Bradberry declined to project
enrollment figures for next fall,
but admissions records show a
steady gain of 100-150 students per
year since 1977. He expressed confidence, however, that an impending teacher shortage could draw
students to CWU, citing the
school's reputation in the Pacific
Northwest. "Central is still the

See CUTS, Page 6

premiere school in the state for
training teachers,'' he said . ··When
you're that good, word ge : ..
around."
He also pointed to the diversifil·d
programs Central offers, from lb·
Douglas Honors College, to ri:•c.grams for the academically dis:. .:
vantaged. The two extremes 1:. ~,J
up to a " better mix of students.'' l. 1.:
said. "We have one of the stront:,·--·,
curriculwns around. I think \'>"
could compete with any school. ··

Dorms full yet un-crowded
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

Although three quarters of the
campus' residence halls are
already full, students don't need to
start pitching tents on the mall, according to Jim Hollister, director
of housing services.
"At no time have we been under
100 t vacant) beds," he said.

Contrary to popular opm10n,
CWU is not full to capacity. Even
the last-minute increase of 140
dorm-dwelling students didn't put
an extra strain on housing
facilities.
While Holister anticipated an increased fall enrollment last spring,
he admits he was a bit surprbc <l
See HOUSING, Page 5

a~·onally
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Bun.d y's wife

expecting a

Stones

new child
STARKE, Fla. (AP) -The wife
of Florida death-row prisoner
Theodore Bundy says she is expecting a child this fall. And her
pregnancy has raised questions
about prison security during
visiting hours.
"It's nobody's business," Carole
Bundy told an Orlando Sentinel
Star reporter when questioned
a bout her pregnancy over the
weekend. "I don't have to explain
anything about anyone to
anybody."
She told the reporter the child
was due this fall.
Bundy, convicted of the murders
of two coeds in a sorority house in
Florida State University in
Tallahassee and of a 12-year-old
schoolgirl in rural North Florida,
as well as being a prime suspect in
the dissapearance of a CWU co-ed
from Ellensburg in the Spring of
1977, has been on death row at
Florida State Prison since July
1979.
His wife, who lives and works
close to the prison, sees him frequently in the prison's visiting
" park," an area where official~
say physical contact between
prisoners and visitors is not perm itted.
B ut Prison Superintendent
Clayton Strickland said it could
have happened.
''Anything is possible," he said.
' 'Where the human element is involved, anything is possible . . .
They're subject to do anything."
Mrs. Bundy, the former Carole
Boone from Olympia, Wash., lives
with her teen-age son by a previous
marriage.
Most death-row prisoners, including Bundy, meet with their
families in a large converted dining room filled with tables and
chairs . The area is patrolled by
guards, but some visitors say
physical contact does take place.
" I'm not saying they couldn't
have some sexual contact, but in
that park it would be mighty difficult," Strickland told a reporter.
" It's stopped as soon as it starts."
The Bundys were married in a
bizarre courtroom episode in
Orlando on Feb. 9, 1980, when the
formEtr law student was being tried
for the slaying of Lake City
~•choolgirl Kimberly Leach.
Bundy was permitted to question
his then-girlfriend, Carole Boone,
and asked her to marry him. She
replied that she would and Bundy
:,aid, "I do hereby marry you."
Miss Boone had arranged for a
notary public to be present in the
courtroom, and officials later said
the marriage was legal.
It was the same day that the jury
recommended that he be executed
in Florida's electric chair for his
third murder in this state.
He had earlier been convicted
and sentenced to death for the
sorority house slayings of the two
1;-su students. He was an escapee
t rom a Colorado jail, and
a uthorities in several states
v:anted him for questioning in the
u:isolved d ~aths cf a number of
~Hhr. t WOilH:! i~ .

hit
road
•
again

and drew a cheer when he removed fights.''
the last of several shirts, despite
When tickets went on sale last
the chilly autumn air.
month, all 75,000 sold in less than 12
The band left the state after two hours. The concert was the first
hours as a host of giant balloons time since 1978 that the Stones had
appeared here, and the crowd
flew skyward.
began to gather Saturday night.
The performance, at Rich
After one encore, a fireworks
Despite intermittent rain SunStadium in this Buffalo suburb, in- display signaled the end of what
day, scalpers were sellng the $15
cluded songs from the group's promoters sairl was the fastestconcert tickets for as much as $140.
latest album, "Tattoo You," as selling show in the entertainment
The Stones came to the Buffalo
well as songs that were hits in the history of upstate New Yark.
. area on the second stop of a 21-city
1960s - about the time many in the
At a command post set up by the tour. They will perform in Seattle's
audience were born.
Erie County Sherriff's Depart- King dome Oct. 14 (Also sold. out).
First appearing on state in high, ment, Capt. Thomas LStaedell said The group drew more than 180,000
bright-red socks, tight powder-blue midway through the concert that fans during its two-day run in
pants and a yellow jacket, lead there had been ''30 or 40 drug over- Philadelphia, the Stones' first live
singer Jagger peeled off the jacket doses and a couple of minor American show since 1~78.

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) Leaping, prancing and posturing,
Mick Jagger led the Rolling Stones
in a hard-driving rock'n'roll show
Sunday as 75,000 fans danced in the
rain.

:'

Being bald isn't really that bad
BY SUE MANNING
Associated Press Writer

PULLMAN, Wash. (AP) - Being bald as an egg isn't as bad as
it's cracked up to be.
Shining examples include Yul
Brynner, Kojak and 19-year-old
Brent White, who make the most of
what they don't have.
It took White, an inside
linebacker for Washington State
University, several years to overcome what he c;onsidered a dreadful handicap.
" At the eige of 7, something went
wrong with my blood. I'm not sure
of the technical name, but it
restricted the growth of hair all
over my body," he said.
Kids made· fw1 of him, he worried about how he looked and
feared no one would accept him.
This feeling of being "different"
and ill at ease around people continued until White became active
in sports. That's when "I started
to get my head on straight."

Nixons to
move into
new home
SADDLE RIVER, N.J. (AP) Former President Richard M. Nixon and his wife, Pat, are expected
to move into their home here
Thursday, according to local officials.
Saddle River Mayor Duncan H.
Cameron said a source close to
Nixon revealed the moving date to

him.
The Nixons and a retinue of
Secret Service agents checked into
the Hilton Inn in nearby Woodcliff
Lake last Monday, according to
hotel employees.
Until recently, the Nixorts, were"
living in a four-story townhouse at
142 E. 65 St. in Manhattan.

Like Jimmy Durante - who
turned a big snout into a box office
bonanza - White learned to make
the most of his baldness.
With support from his parents,
the sophomore from Sparks, Nev.
- teammates call him "Sparky"
- began to concentrate on his
athletic performance rather than
his appearance. He said he was
motivated, at least in part, by "I'll
show those guys that made fun of
me."
Now White seems to enjoy being
kidded by teammates.
Just a few weeks a go, someone

hung a sign on his locker that read: squad - boasting a 3-0 record after
"Brent White•s Comb." Under the upending Montana State, Colorado
sign was a comb with no teeth.
and Arizona State in the young
There's never an attempt at a season.
cover-up. He ~1' 1li\Jm Jons hats
tly compensating for those
"It's a matter of honesty."
distressing years as a child White ·
one teammate said White need- s~ys he has become more outgoing
and perhaps a little tougher.
ed no helmet - just a facemask.
The 6-foot-3, 225-pound Cougar
" You also learn to understand
responds cheerfully when called others who just don't happen to
"Yul" or "Mr. Clean."
look likP everybody else."
Football coach Jim Walden
Perhaps the only thing that still
describes White as one of his most bothers White - because it bothered
"aggressive and intense" players. him so much whP.n he was a child White has been a key part ofthe is the word bald.
1981 Pac ific-10 Confe r ence Cou gar
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Has anyone seen Aunt Edna?
day. Higa takes care of mail going
out of town and Lykke's area is
Seattle mail.
Lykke tries to get letters to the
right station where carriers, who
sort their own mail, might
Larry Lykke's job title is nixie
recognize a familiar address.
clerk, which derives from the term
"We
get the mail someone else
nix, or nothing. Lykke has worked
has given up on. It comes to us
for the post office for 42 years,
because it has an insufficient admost recently in the undeliverable
dress, or there is no such compass
letters department.
direC'tion on the address, or no such
"Aunt Edna, Brown House
street," Lykke says.
Behind the Store, Across the Street
';Often the name and address are
from the Church. Ballard, illegible. If we can read the return
Washington, 98107," is the address actress, we send most of this mail
Lykke contends with in trying to back to the sender," he said.
locate Aunt Edna. So far, he hasn't
Fm eign mail i3 another probeen able to find her.
blem, the men say.
Lykke and Jim Higa, another
"What some people think is
nixie clerk, have what are conEnglish really isn•t,"says Higa.
sidered the plum jobs in the post office because they work independently. But the nixie clerk's 1
job is often a challenge.
The downtown Seattle post office
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - The
branch where Lykke and Higa
Oklahoma
Supreme Court ruled
work processes some three million
pieces of mail each day, one per- Monday that a 12-year-old girl who
cent of which usually falls into nix- became pregnant after she was
raped by three youths is entitled to
ie clerk hands.
That means Lykke, Higa, two an abortion despite her mother's
other clerks on the daytime shift religius objections.
The mother, a member of the
and three on the swing shift, handle about 30,000 pieces of mail a Church of the Holiness, had asked
SEATTLE (AP)- A nixie clerk
in the Seattle U.S. post office has
been trying to get Aunt Ectna•s
mail to her for 15 vears.

Packages are sometimes more
difficult, but if something is of obvious value, Lykke says a nixie
clerk will do research to get the
package delivered.
But because of economic cutbacks, clerks don't have time to
spend looking up names in the
telephone book, they say.
Nixie clerks often succeed in
placing difficult mail. The United
States Postal Service headquarters in Washington, D.C.
reports a letter sent to "Grand
Smith, Two Miles West of JollyCedar," found its mark. So did the
letter that had a photograph of the
addressee and "Detroit" on it. The
picture was of a well-known
Detroit television broadcaster.

Court: 12-year-old gets abortion

Seattle grou·p protesting new 'FBI' program·
SEATTLE (AP) - A Seattle
group is protesting an upcoming
ABC television series "Today's
FBI," complaining that the public
will be spoon-fed a false Lrnage of
the agency.
Men and women dres sed like

" l) a hi

to me. I just don't have any hair."

G-men of the 1930s paraded in front
of KOMO-TV complaining that the
FBI, "has the right to edit every
single line of dialog."
The "agents" were members of
the Political Rights Defonse Fund.

The public will be presented a
favorable image of the FBI, which
in reality is involved in illegal
break-ins and other activities that
invade the privacy of citizens, said
John Votava, spokesman for the
local group.

the court to uphold her contention
that she is entitled to make the
decision because her daughter is
too young to decide for herself.
The daughter, nearly three months pregnant and suffering from a
venereal disease because of the
rape, wanted the high court to
allow her to have the abortion
since she is so young and since doctors say it could endanger her life
to have the baby.
The court, in an order signed by
Chief Justice Pat Irwin, upheld a ·
lower court ruling that declared
the girl a "deprived child" and
ordered her made a ~ ...:rd of the
state so her pregm :icy could be
terminated..
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Computer delayed

$5 fee se~ed purpose,
no longer a necessity

Pre-registration plans postponed.
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

Original plans for instituting a
pre-registration . system next
quarter have been postponed until
the fall of next year "at the very
earliest," according to Registrar
Lou Bovos.
A new, modem computer, which
is scheduled to handle the registration procedures, threw water in the
face of university officials when it
didn't arrive until last week.
Between now and next fall, the
time will be spent in the fury of
writing a program to accom-

modate the new procedll!"e. The classes closed.
As for the present system, Bovos
mounds of accompanying paperwork "will be th easy part" Bovos said, it used to be worse. Prior to
the current procedure, which
says with a sigh.
Under the new system, students started fall of 1975, students underwill sign up for their classes six went the data card route, standing
weeks prior to the end of the in line to give their_chosen teacher
quarter. After this information is and class a personalized registgracompiled, it will be circulated : tion card, many times only to
among the faculty, who will then · discover when they reached the
be asked to shape their schedules front of the line, that the class had
around the needs of the students.
closed.
With this method, Bovos explainAlthough this plan would not
guarantee a student all his class ed, a student could spend up to four
choices, Bovo.s said it would in- hours in registration, compared to
crease the number of early the current average of 15 to 20
closures the university didn't plan minutes.
on. This quarter, slightly over 200

By TED ZURCHER
Of the Campus Crier

Last spring, students were given
a choice of paying an extra $5 fee to
help balance the intramural and
· athletic bugets. This year students
weren't asked to pay this fee when
they registered.
The reason for this? The money
was simply not needed, according
to John Drinkwater, director of
student activities. Drinkwater said
the intramural and athletic bugets
were in deep trouble then, but
because the fee was so successful
in the sprin~ they're now in good

CENTRAL

·shape.
"We pulled in $5,000," said Mike
McLeod, director of recreation.
Twenty percent of the students
paid the fee, which allowed CWU to
keep current programs running, he
said.
The voluntary fee has been used
at other ·schools for raising funds,
but both Drinkwater and McLeod
agree that it probably won't be
needed at all this year at Central.
When tuition increased, the service
and activities fees jumped from
$29 to $33 per quarter, Drinkwater
explained, "so there is enough ·
money for the intramural and
athletic programs to operate."

"U's"
NEW
504 E. 8th

HAIR CARE CENTER
····················································;

$1._90
Off Listed Prices

Thru October

.

Clip & bring with_you

.

···············································~····

WALK-INS WELCOME
WE'RE NEXT· ·yo BARNEY's
SPECIAL PRICES!

MARJORIE ANDERSON
". . .we' re looking for varied interests."

•ALL MENS
HAIRCUTS

Want to trade?

S 1000
Includes:
•Shampoo

•Cut

-Includes:
•A·LL WOMENS
HAIRCUTS
*•Cut
$ 13·00
* Conditioning
Shampoo

*St lin

•ALL PERMANENTS
Includes:
$ 300.0
-"·Cut-Add $5.00 · -

26-2320

terests mainly," she said. Now,
the program offers more than 200
skills and services and has more
than 80 members.

By MELISSA YOUNG

* Conditioning
*Styling
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Not an eye for an eye or a tooth
for a tooth, but perhaps a quilt for
some yard work or a lube job fo·
dance lesson.

The Barter Connection is a nonprofit organization run by VISTA
and staffed entirely by volunteers.
A fee is charged for joining~
The Barter Connection, loc",ted however, to cover overhead costs.
in Jerrol's Annex, was createil to Membership rates are pro-rated
fill the needs of people who h, ·1e according to the quarter of the
goods or services to offer as a way group's fiscal year, which begins
of paying for other goods or ser- June l. 1
vices.
Anderson said the · bartering
Marjorie Anderson, coordinator· system operates ju8t like a tranof the project, said the program saction with money - except that
was originally designed for people no cash is involved. Barter units
in ~ . lower income levels, but are'USed to buy a~d sell things, and
welcomes people from all walks of the value of one barter unit is equal
life.
to that of one dollar. ·
"That makes it easier for people
"We're looking for varied in- to figure out what to charge," &c-

Jf
·~1...

cording to Anderson. "But it's still
hard to charge, whether you~re
working with barter units or
dollars.''
When a person goes in to join, he
or she is given a form to fill out .
listing skills and the level of education or experience in the area. The
skill levels run from one (not much
experience; self-taught) to four
(professional).
Each member has a file listing
his or her skills and hours
available.
Members themselves set up the ·
trade; the Barter Connection. just
helpsthemmake contacts:--- ...--- ..
Office hours for the Barter Con- ..
necUort ·are-'11' a.iii.- 1 p.m. and 3:5
p.m. weekdays. and Anderson
stresses that they can be. reache!i
at any time through a 24-hour
answering service, 925-9761.

·-·-·-•-lP_t_____e:n~-~---·''~"'*"---~~

- - - - - - - - - - ·"'"

-----

___;;,
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Take that
By MATT McGILLEN
Editor

·
Less for more?
Budget cuts, layoffs, reduced services and other things that go bump in
the night. In case it somehow escaped your notice, our fair university and
everyone who attends, works or teaches here, is in dire straights (and you
·

thought that was just the name of a band).

Thanks to John Spellman (you know, the guy who took Dixy's chairs,
er, seat) and some near-sighted legislatures who have seen fit to cut fun
ding for colleges and universities each year for the last 10, Central must
trim off $2,396,407 more from its already "bare-bones" budget by Jan. 1
as part of the governor's recently mandated 10.1 percent across-the
board spending slash.
But don't feel like the Lone Ranger. Anyone else copnected with the
state's five other universitites or community colleges, as well as other
public schools (K-12), is in the same boat, literally without a paddle.

/lf�A.s1

There's more news; it could get worse. If in fact the public schools are
successful with their forthcoming lawsuit challenging the governor's

I'm sorry, sir, but there arn't sufficient funds to cover that
check. You might try the next window however.

right to cut basic education - and at this time it looks like they would be
- the n:st of the state's institutions (that's you and me and any other col
lege student, employee or faculty member) will have to absorb the K-12
budget cuts as well.
If ourselves and other institutions are forced to absorb those cuts, it
would tack on an additional 9.9 percent, which translated into dollars
would come to· nearly $5 million worth of Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic the school must eliminate in the next few months.
Just the 10.1 percent cut could mean as many as 70 positions here, i!l
cluding 40 faculty members, would get their pink slips. And even those
teachers and administrators that don't fall victim to Spellman's ax, may
soon move on to more -lucrative - at least more stable - positions in
other states, where the government thinks that a college education is
something worth paying for.
Central would also be forced to turn away as many as 900-1200new and
transfer students next year. Plenty of room at the Inn, just no one there to
open the door.

l/[I

�::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;:::;:::;:;:::;:::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:r.

In the services-discontinued-department, whole programs may simply .
fall by the wayside. Others will be cut back so far they might not be
recognizable.
But to keep things in perspective, lest we feel smitten upon, the Univer
sity of Washington must chop $33 million - which is more than Central's
entire budget. WSU must trim $19 million.
Yet, the guillotine may not fall at all. A tax increase, endorsed by the
six presidents of the states public universities, would simply wipe of the
need for the potentially damaging cuts.
With one sweep of his middle-class pen, the governor could stay Cen

[i[I
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tral's - and the others - untimely demise. But in order for that to hap
pen the legislature would have to pass the proposal, which will come up

, _____.._...__.......im.W..,..,.._..,
for discussion at the next legislative session in Olympia, scheduled for ...,_._
November.
And for that to happen we the· population of Central( students,
employees and faculty) would have to inform our representative (if you
don't know who your rep. is, I suggest you find out) that, yes, we would
like to continue a complete, marketable education at the school of our
choice.
And that we and our non-college attending assoeiates would be willing
to foot the bill for such a priveledge.
But no matter what happens, there will probably be some bright spots
in the whole thing.
Imagine a new economics course that would be required for all incom
ing freshmen. Econ. 102: Less for.more.
-
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New ROTC far cry from

Patrick Allen. Allen recently
received a commendation medal
for his efforts last spring in arrang- ·
ing the Central detachment.
There won't be drill sergents
This fall 14 students enrolled in
barking orders at a marching
green wave of crew-cuts and boots, the four year program of basic inbut the Army ROTC is at Central struction, and 21 in the two year
this fall just the same.
· advanced program. Completion of
Major James Ceasar, asst. pro- these make the student eligible for
fessor of military science, says the either the Army, Army Reserve, or
program, including courses in the Army National Guard as a
military science, leadership per- commissioned 2nd Lieutenant.
Maj. Ceasar is pleased with the
sonnel management, and military
law, are just like any other courses enrollment this fall. "We would
like to have more students just for
taught on campus.
"Many times when people hear the exposure on campus,'' ~easar
ROTC the pictures they have of said, "but for our first year this
drill sergeants anq barracks just has us optimistic for the future.
By next year the ROTC program
aren't true," said Ceasar.
The Central Army ROTC pro- will no longer be an extension of
gram, an extension from the EWU, but acomplete Central
Eastern Washington University detachment with more noncommissioned officers here on an
detachment, is taught by Maj.
instructional level.
Ceasar and Sergeant First Class
By TERRY CASS

CWU will host an open house at
its west-side regional center in
.Normandy Park, Oct. 4 frotn 2-4
p.m.
Billed
as
an
alumni:neighborhood event, the open
house at 801 S.W. 174th, Seattle, is
planned especially for Normandy
Pc;irk residents, Central alumni
and other friends of the University
in the Puget Sound area, according
to Dr. Virgil Olson, Normandy
P~rk center coordinator.
CWU president Donald Garrity,
academic deans and alumni officals will be on hand to welcome
guests and answer questions about
Central offerings in Seattle and on
the Ellensburg campus.
The Central Trio, CWU's
distinguished faculty -chamber
ensemble, will perform at the Sunday open house. The group, including Bonalyn Bricker-Smith,
pianist, Jeff Cox, violinist, and
Maria DeRungs, cellist, is beginning its fourth season in residenceat
Central.
Edmonds artist D'Elaine
Johnson, whose maritime paintings have been exhibited at the

A particular1y
helpful advertisement
from Stereocraft
'Selecting a stereo.

What your dollar buys.

Examples.

Selecting a stereo system is more
than just a matter of taste. It is the
process of finding the most (quan·
tifiable) performance for your
dollar . How much sound will ' a
system produce and how cleanly?
How much of the full musical
range does it reproduce?

With a limited budget ($200$450), you can get a system of
reasonable accuracy, but it is
necessary to sacrifice response at
both ends of the musical range to
get a satisfactory acoustic output
(loudness). A system in this price
range is most appropriate in a
small listening area.

We have selected a system from
each category that will offer the
best possible value for your particular number of dollars. When
you come in to talk to us we are
cpnfident that we can convince you
of one thing: we can probably
furnish you with a better music
system for less money an<;! with
better service than you are likely to
get elsewhere.

Because we at Stereocraft spend a
great deal of time listening to, and
evaluating, all ·kinds of audio
equipment, we can supply a help·
ful summary of what performance
characteristics can be had at what
price; what you will gain if you
spend more; and what you will lose
if it is necessary to spend less.

SYSTEM259

]
Our new $259 stereo system is real·
ly a spectacular bargain designed
to blow your mind but not your
budget. It is an integrated three·
piece system from Advent.
The small convenient _receiver/
center section has an FM stereo
tuner (with an unique double·
arrow tuning system) and a power·
ful amplifier whose frequency
response is exactly tailored to
match Advent's excellent two·way
acoustic suspension loudspeakers.
The result is a sound much larger ·
than the speaker size. It is capable
of handling imputs from turntable
and tape decks.

With a moderate budget ($450$650), you can get a system which
provides accurate musical repro·
duction in every respect, with suffi·
cient output for a medium-sized
room. If you like music very loud
and have a very large room, you
can select a different kind of
system that gives up some musical
accuracy (bass response, usually)
in order to get higher sound out·
put level.
With somewhat more to spend
($650- $1000), you will be able to
get a system that combines com·
pletely satisfying accuracy with
ample output for the largest of
listening rooms. A system in this
price range w;ll include features .
that add to the ease of operation
and which help to preserve your
records.

SYSTEM429

Our $429 system with an Hitachi
receiver and turntable, loud·
speakers by Advent, and Shure
cartridge is a true component
system at a price you'd usually pay
for a "comporient·type" system
{tht> nnP" th::tt sound lik,. aooli·

- , --

SYSTEM649
=

I

1

Seattle Art Museum, Fryre Art
Museum, Henry Gallery and the
Washington State Capitol Museum,
as well as the British Columbia and
Nova Scotia, Hawaiian and
California Galleries, will have an
exhibit at the open house.
Johnson is a Central graduate.
Normandy Park Elementary
School, closed in June of 1980
because of low enrollment,
"graduated" to college · status in
January, when it became CWU's
west-side center. As many as 40
classes each quarter are taught at
the facility by Central faculty.
The center serves as the administrative.headquarters for the
Wliversity's regional service area,
including the Bellevue, Green

· River and Highline Community
College di.Stricts, as well as for
Central's extended degree programs in Edmonds and Fort
Steilacom.
Central currently offers upper- division college classes in the
Puget SoWld area, with extendeddegree programs in accounting
and business administration, early
childhood eduacation, law and
justice, leisure services and
special education.
Administrative directors for
CWU' s campus-based professional
education program in school administration, teacher supervision
and fifth-year certification also
have offices at the Normandy Park
facilities.

Williams captures
Record scholarship
Davis High School graduate Lisa
Williams has been awarded the
Ellensburg Daily Record journalism scholarship to attend Central, according to an announcement by Lawrence Lium, CWU
Director of University Relations
and Development.
Equivalent to full tuition and
fees for the 1981-82 academic year,
the $867 scholarship is one of two
journalism awards provided annually by the Ellensburg paper.
A Yakima native, Williams has
completed two years' television
production training at the Yakima
Valley Vocational Skills Center,
serving as director for a variety of
programs, including live high
school basketball telecasts on Cox
Cablevision of Yakima. She plans a
career in mass media and communication.
She was leader of the club
business procedures team from
Yakima that placed first in the 1980
Washington State Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA)
Skills Olympics, going on to represent the state at the national VICA
Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia.
In 1980, Williams also placed

Lisa Williams
first in the state VICA radio and
television competition.
She served as president of her
school's Future Business Leaders
of America (FBLA) organization,
and was a member of its debate
team.
This swruruner, Williams completed a three-week internship at
KNDO-TV in Yakima.
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Our $649 system is built around a
really remarkable pair of loud·
speakers from Boston Acoustics.
The A-70's go as far up the fre·
quency scale as any speaker at any
price and their bass equals that of
far more expensive.ones.
To power them properly we've
chosen the Yamaha R-300 stereo
receiver with clean low-distortion
performance and the ability to get
all the FM and AM stations along
the dial.
For getting all the music off your
records and treating them gently
in the process we chose the
Yamaha P-350 semi-automatic
turntabl~ with Signet's fine TKlE
cartridge.
Come in and see for yourself how
true our headline really is.

Boston/11 , ":·~1:1
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TEREDCRIFT
408 N. PEARL., ELLENSBURG, WA
962-2830
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Central to host open house

drill sergeants, barracks
Of the Campus Crier
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that 2,300 students would require
residence hall assignments. Including apartments, CWU provides housing to 3,500 people, about
half of the college's students.
To accomplish the overflQw, the
housing office converted single
rooms into doubles, and shuffled
students among halls to utilize ex-

remembers a time in the late 60s
when Kamola Hall sported a 110
percent occupancy rate, with the
overflow being absorbed by the
conversion of four-person rooms
into five-person quarters. "It's
kind of (your own) perspective of
what's tolerable," Holister said.

~i~~~:~~~~~5, ['''.'':''L~;;!''''''''''''''''II
inca·ltt.ernaQti~e1locaHtallions.

as an exruir
ple, Hollister explained that with
85 percent of the population made
up of returning students, only 15
percent of the space was available
to others.
. He estimates that half of the
' students did not receive their first
choice, but that most were assigne<t to a similar type of hall. All
students requesting quiet halls or
hall sections were accomodated.
While the enrollment increase
did not result in crowded living
conditions this year, Hollister
i
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A female, short-haired,
~:i: golden tan dog with a white :i:~
:~:i bib, feet and tip of tail was lost ~:;:
. ~t in are~~ of health center. Last :~:~
:;:; seen near Student Village. ~:;:
~:~; Ansers- to "Mandy." Please:~;~
:;:; call the Crier at 963-1026 with ~:;:
~:~: any information. $25 reward. :~:~
::::: .
::::
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Washington private
college 1
e nrollment
at record heights
~EATTLE (AP) - More and
more students are .heading for
private universities in Washington
as budget woes force public state
schools to cut enrollments,
authorities report.
The number of students choosing
private over public colleges
reflects the financial stability of
private schools, say private school
officials.
Seattle University and Seattle
Pacific University reported record
enrolhnents this fall, even with tuition hikes.
Whitman College in Walla Walla
enrolled a record 1,114 students
this fall, up 30 percent from last
year, and may have to limit enrollment next year, said William
Tingley, Whitman admissions
PRESIDENT DONALD GARRITY
·
Photo by Mike Metzler
"· · .should the 9. 9 percent be added,.ity would be necessary for us to sit down and reorganiz~ the university in its · director.
Private schools have improved
totality.''
management practices, streamlined programs and adjusted to
tighter budgets in the last ten
years, said the Rev. William J.
Sullivan, Seattle University presi=Fro=m=p=a=ge=o=ne====================================== dent.
1
"We've learned a little better fo
ditures. Adjustments of work ·own best estimate is that with the state is asking for that much deal with tough economic situations," he said.
schedules may also be necessary.
reductions such as this, we must less education.
Private schools are prohibited
Fifteen positions are at risk in tell some 900 to 1,200 new stu5].ents,
"Now if that's based upon an
the business affairs and physical particularly freshmen .and analysis of substance and an by state law from receiving public
plant area. Four are currently un- transfers that there is no ro.om at analysis of the . priorities of the funds. The state rahks 40th in the
nation in private college enrollfilled, leaving 11 ·new possible ter- the inn."
state, then we should abide by
minations. The total budget reducFollowing the motion by Trustee that," he said, "but I see no ment with 11 percent of the state
tion is for $888,000.
Linda Clifton authorizing Presi- evidence that it's based on college students attending private
Service and Activities (S & A) dent Garrity to respond to the anything escept an absolutely ar- institutions.
But enrollment increases at
fees are not affected by this cut, Governor's request of a list of cuts bitrary wave of the pen ... ''
private schools do not reflect
Garrity said, because they are not by Oct. 7, she added, "It is the
Students at ·this university are
a part of the general budget. All sense of this board, that the cuts paying 46 percent more this year, widespread dissatisfaction with
programs currently operating in required will create such severe and 70 percent more this biennium state schools. Sullivan said.
Instead, he attributes growth to
this area will continue as they 'fiscal impact, as to jeopardize the than a student paid last year. "I
a
high degree of satisfaction with
presently exist.
.universities ability to fulfill its think there's an implied committ"Although clearly' . employees stated educational mission."
ment on the part of the legislature,
will be affected, and the faculty
"We don't have any choice but to to the students that they were gowill be affected, the group, in our respond to the Governor's ing to pass and maintain a budget
judgement that will singularly be request," said Vice-chairman S. that would match their contribumost affected will be the students Sterling Munro. Fundamentally tion. Every one of the students
Central
Washington the request "results from a failure here is a constituent of some
of
University," Garrity said.
of our state to face fiscal realities. legislator and I think if I were a
By ALAN ANDERSON
"Reductions of $2.4 million can- We have given ourselves some nice student, I'd be letting my legislator
Managing Editor
not. be accomplished without not tax cuts and we've failed to match know, that, by George, it's time for
just simply courses being cut out, those tax cuts over the last several him or her to get over to Olympia
University of Washington ofbut programs of the university as years with the consequent and face up to the need of a tax inficials announced a plan earier this
well. How many programs will necessary reduction in expen- crease," Garrity said.
week to possibly close the school at
have to be cut out in their entirety datures."
"I'd like to .think that there
the
end of fall quarter to save
is unknown at this time, but cerMunro said the board needs to would be several thousand of our
money.
According to Central
tainly we cannot escape them."
know the states requirements of students who would exercise their
"It is impossible for us to know the universities with this 10.1 per- right to let their legislator know President Donald Garrity, that
move may be illegal.
precisely," Garrity said, "but my cent cut, because it appears that what they expect of them.
CWU pondered the idea of closing school early as well, Garrity
said, but ran into legal problems so

CU tS =

classes at private institutions, the
smaller size of the schools and
development of specialized study
programs.
"Here, a student has a sense of
belonging to community and family," Sullivan said.
Seattle University students also
know they will be taught by fulltime faculty in all their classes, he
said, rather than part-time or student teachers.
Dr. Curtis Martin, Seattle
Pacific University senior vice
president, said his school's enrollment increased by 165 students this
fall. But administrators hope state
institutions will solve their financi~l problems so smaller, private
schools can stay distmctive.
Martin and Sullivan said their
schools should not be affected by
Gov. John Spellman's recent
budget cuts, even if the University
of Washington and Washington
State Uni\Tersity limit enrolhnent,
boost tuition and further reduce
classes.
Tuition is $4,250 at Seattle
University this year compared
with $1,059 for state residents and
$3,400 out-of-staters at the University of Washington.
But Washington high school
students turned away from the
University of Washington and
Washington State probably will
turn to other state schools where
there is room for them, said
Sullivan.
However, some out-of-state
students may choose private
schools because the tuition costs
are closer to those paid at state
schools, he said.

UW move illegal?

Crisis line now offering training program
Crisis line, Ellensburg's
telephone counseling and referral
service, will be conducting a
volunteer training program during
the weekend of Oct. 16-18.
Training sessions will be held in
the main floor lounge of the
Language and Literature Building
located on the CWU campus. All
those who are interested may find
out more information at the pretraining interview and registration
meeting to be held Wed., Oct.14 at
7 p.m. in room 107 of the Morrison
Sorenson Building at 507 Nanum.
Individual interviews with Jacquelyn Galbraith, Crisis Line
director, as well as disbursement
of training materials will be conducted at the meeting.
Crisis Line is a MentaL Health
and United Way sponsored community service and its volunteers
man phones 24-hours a day, seven
days a week. Calls range from re-

quests for information about other
community services to family and
mental problems, peer relationships, drug and alcohol abuse and
sucides..
Each volunteer is trained in
skills and crisis intervention to
handle the various types of calls
recieved.
During training, time will be
devoted to the topics of suicide intervention, alcoholism, and mental
health outreach. Community
resources will be reviewed so that
each volunteer can make the appropriate referrals as well as do
crisis intervention.
Crisis Line needs committed,
long-term volunteers who will be
able to work for a full year. According to Gailbrath, there is a need at
this time to enroll both community
and university volunteers who can
work throughout the schoolyear.
Men as well as women are en-

couraged to to participate as
volunteers. Each volunteer is
responsible for taking one weekly
three or four hour shift.
"Many flexible arrangements
can be worked out to complete the
one year committment," she said.
"We realize volunteers need time
off for vacations and to care for
other responsibilities."
According to Gailbrath, all
volunteers must be at least 18
years old and have a genuine in-

terest in helping others. No other
professionsal qualifications are required. The work carries with it
many responsibilites, but helping
people is a very satisfactory
reward. ·
Those interested in doing Crisis
Line work, or who want more information, should call Jackie
Gailbrath, Crisis Line director, at
92!>-2166 days or 925-4168 evenings,
before the Oct. 14 interview
meeting.

the plan was scrapped.
"We had considered it (shortening the quarter) right off the bat,"
Garrity said, "and at that time we
were advised that legally it was
impossible to do."
Garrity then approached UW
President William P. Gerberding
at a university president's meeting
with the Governor on Monday. "I
asked him about it and he told me
that he assumed that they could,
but that he didn't check into its
legality," Garrity said.
''After talking to Mr. Clark
(CWU Assistant Attorney General)
and several phone calls have occured, that's our legal advice as it
sits right now."
The Attorney General's will now
have to meet he said and determine whether the move can legally
be accomplished.
The closure would be a "one
time, first-year" temporary solution, but wouldn't solve the bigger
problem of cutting $33 million from ·
the university's biennial operating
budget to meet a 10.1 percent
budget cut ordered by Gov. John
Spelhnan, Gerberding said.

Circle K: U.S. largest college club
Serene Fallon wants to see
students of CWU hop on a hayride,
race on roJlerskates, and snap-itup at a slave ~'lCtion.
Fallon, president of the university's Circle K club, would also like
to see the students of CWU present
at the club's 6 p.m. weekly
meetings in rooms 204 and 205 of

the SUB.
Sponsored by the national
Kiwanis organization, Circle K is
the largest c~llege service
organization in the country with
over 13,000 members. The nationwide theme this year is "together
. - for tomorrow."
In their work with the elderly,

the handicapped and troubled
teenagers~ the club will participate
in a hayride with younger children
Oct. 17; a rollerskating session in
Yakima with older children Nov.
7; and visit a local nursing home
and their "adopted" grandparents.
"We could always use more people," Fallon says. "We really do
need all the people we can get."
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Ludwick now

changes to be

world's best

aired at Oct.
6 meeting

Valerie Ludwick, whose halftime baton twirling performance
delighted spectators at Central's
football and basketball games for
the last four years, has finally accomplished the ultimate. She· has
been named Champion of Champions - the world's best baton
twirler.
The 22-year-old Central graduate
has won 19 United States titles in
her career with the one-pound,
26-inch long baton.
Valerie graduated from CWU
last spring, something she attained
with the help of a scholarship from
the United States Twirling
Association. She maintained a 3.8
GPA while here and hopes to teach
school in Richland.
·
Valerie says baton twirling is a
sport and she hopes by 1988 it will
be included as an event in the U.S.
Olympics.
·
"If it is, I'll be there,'' she said in
an interview with the Tri-City
Herald last month.
"There's nothing easy about
baton twirling ... but all most people see is the majorette all dressed
fu sequins who seems to go through
routines effortlessly."
"Nobody sees the hard work that
goes into perfecting that routine,"
she said.

Proposed changes to Central's
parking and traffic regulations and
to its admission and registration ,
procedures will be considered at a
public hearing Tuesday, Oct. 6 on
campus.
The 1:30 p.m. hearing in
Kachess Room of the SUB
focus on Chapter 106-116
106-160 of the Washington
ministrative Code.
0

the
will

and
Ad·

Interested persons may submit
data, opinions or arguments about
the proposed $!hanges in writing to
the university before Oct. 6 or orally at the hearing. For a copy of the
proposals, visit the University
Relations office, Edison 106 on
campus.
Proposed changes to the university's parking and traffic regulations include modifications to
restricted parking areas, as well
as clarifications in the . policy
language.
The proposed repeal of WAC
106-160-006 is a result of a new student admission policy approved
this spring by the CWU Board of
Trustees. The section, dealing with
tuition refund schedules, was
modified by the March Board action.

VALERIE LUDWICK

". . .there's nothing easy about
baton twirling."

.Keitzke given

Button Jewelers ,.1',. Bridal Treasures

Mulinski award

. . Your One-Stop Bridal Center
Naomi Kietzke, Seattle, has been
awarded the first Mulinski scholarship at Central.

Bridal Fashion Preview
Saturday, Oetober 3, 1.981. i:oo p.m.
Featuring the latest in
Wedding Fa.sh.ions

\
\ I

ineluding .wedding gowns, bride..smaids gowns,
gowns for mother-of-the-bride, and aeeessories
for the bride. There will also be tu~edos modelelf
eourtes~ Moser's Men's Wear.

119 East 4th - 925-2400

come in or call

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Diamonds are our '• David Kietzke, Seattle, Naomi has
specialty!
, worked as a volunteer reader at
the Washington Regional Library
~~keKelly
• since 1978. She is a member of the
Certified
university's committee on peer
counseling for handicapped
G.l.A. Appraiser

October's full of

SALES!
ATTENTION BRIDES:
Be sure to register your patterns to
be eligible for the drawing of a
. 3·piece Silver Coffee Set.

A National Merit Scholar, she attained a 3.52 cumulative GPA at
West Seattle High School,
graduating in 1979.
Kietzke transferred to CWU in
September 1980, after completing
her freshman year at the University of Washington.

Drawings will be held for several door prizes
during the fashion show.
Refreshments following

A CWU junior majoring in
special education, with a minor in
elementary education, Kietzke has
achieved a grade point average of
3.48.

Save 20% on Noritake Chine and Stoneware
Save 20% on Lenox Temper Ware
Save 20% on Lenox Crystal Stemware
Save JS% to 25% on Gorham China
Save 20% on Gorham 'Full Lead Crystal Stemware
Save 20% on selected Mikasa patterns (whole wheat)
Save 40% on Oneida Heirloom Stainless place settings
Save 33~ % on Oneida Deluxe and Profile Stainless .
$a.v e 25% on selected wedding gowns and formal gowns

students.
The George and Dorothy Connell
Mulinski Scholarship was
established this spring at CWU
from a bequest by the donors who
spedfic that the scholarship be
awarded to a physically handicapped student, based on academic
promise and financial need.
According to Ann Thompson,
CWU handicapped student service
coordinator, the scholarship,
which will be awarded annually, is
equivalent to one year's tuition and
fees, currently $867.
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Come on Prez - it's your turn

When Central President Donald Garrity agreed to serve at the food services barbeque, little did he know that he
was next in line for a pie in the face

Juvenile. assaulter gets 99 years
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - A juvenile
was sentenced to 99 years in prison
Monday after he admitted
assaulting two women, one who
didn't hire him to do yard work and
the other who wouldn't let him use
her telephone.
Wayne C. Foxworth was a
16-year-old 11th grader at the time
of the incidents last year. He wrote
to prosecutors from jail, begging
for mercy and blaming the crimes
on drugs and bad company.
In June, police said, the youth
showed up at a woman's house, offered to do yard work and was
:

refused. He came back later, armed with a gun, and once inside,
stole a gold chain, raped the
woman and tied her up, said prosecutor Diana Allen.
Miss Allen said the teen-ager
threw toilet bowl cleaner in the
woman's face, permanently scarring her. He was charged with armed burglary, armed robery and
sexual battery.
Four weeks later, he appeared at
an apartment building, said his car
had broken down and asked a
woman resident to let him use the
telephone, investigators said.

Crier

When she offered to make the

call for him if he had an
automobile card, he pulled out a
butcher knife, they said. Police
said the woman's niece ran away
and Foxworth threatened to kill
the woman if the girl did not
return. He cut the woman's arm
and took a diamond ring.
He was charged with kidnapping, armed robbery and armed
burglary in that attack.
Initially, Foxworth admitted the
second incident but denied the
first. Monday he pleaded guilty to
both.
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Big-name ·artists
headline fair
·
By TAMI THEDENS
Of the Campus Crier

The Kittitas County Fair may be
over for another year, but there
are still plenty of fairs around the
state to visit and enjoy. Closest is
the Central Washington State Fair,
which opened Sept. 25 in Yakima
and run~ through Oct. 3. The nineday event promises "a whole lotta
fair" with varied entertainers,
bothes and elaborate exhibits.
One of the major attractions of
this yE;!ar's fair is. the big-name
entertainment. Never have so
many famous artists performed at
the fair to provide Central
Washington with entertainment.
Country music star Loretta Lynn
opened the fair with a Sept. 25
show.
The following evening,
television star Andy Williams was
featured and Louise Mandrell of
the Mandrell Sisters gave .a performance Sunday night.
Freddy Fender visited the fair
Monday evening and the Canadian
rock group "Loverboy" drew a
large crowd for their Tuesday
night concert.
Crystal .Gayle and Glen Campbell will be there this weekend.

- That's an impressive amount of
talent for Yakima, but music isn't
the only attraction at the fair.
A fair wouldn't be a fair without
cotton candy, carnival rides · and
4-H exhibits, and none of these has
been overlooked at the Central
Washington State Fair.
Photography and art shows, Old
McDonald's Farm, agricultural
exhibits and daily demonstrations
in the home arts building are just a
few of the happenings.
Free entertainment· such as
lumberjack exhibitions three
times daily, "Bedrock Bedlam," a
20-minute show featuring largerthan-life Flintstone characters and
a talent show help add to the atmosphere.
A NASA space exhibit featuring
space photographs, moonrock
samples and models of spacecraft
is expected to draw large crowds.
It is located in the mod.em living
building.
General admission at the fair
gates is $3 for adults and $1 for
children 6-12. Children under six
are charged no admission. The
fair opens at 10 a.m. and runs until
10 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
It closes at 11 p.m. on weekends.

Rubik's Cube now
competitio·n sport
By MELISSA YOUNG
The Cube hos gripped interest like no
puzzle before . . .

Pondering ...

Perusing

~

Perpetual
persistance?

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Rubik's Cube, that maddening
little gadget designed to increase
the population of mental institutions the world over, has now
reached competition sport status.
The marketers of the multicolored cube, Ideal Toy Corporation, announced regional, national
and international tournaments.
Competition will take place at Six
Flags theme parks in New Jersey,
Georgia, Missouri, Texas and
California. ,
If you're interested in such a
masochistic pursuit, preregistration forms for the Six
Flags events are available by
writing to Ideal at 184-10 Jamaica
Ave., Hollis, N.Y., 11432.
Locally, at least one Ellensburg
restaurant offers a Rubik's Cube to
its customers while their meal is
being prepared. Round Table Pizza gives a free pizza to anyone if he
or she can solve the puzzle during
the time the pizza is being baked,
usually about 15 minutes.
According to a Round Table
employee, four or five pizzas go out
free of charge in one shift. "But
it's usually the same people coming in," he said.
Frazzini's Pizza Place, a competing restaurant, offers no such
deal.
"We'd be so busy keeping track
of that thing, we wouldn't be able
to serve the customers properly,"
said owner John Frazzini.
The Cube has gripped worldwide
interest like no puzzle before, and
.was recently accepted by the
Museum of Modern Art in New
York for its Design Collection.

photo by NORMAN SEEFF

'

/

Crystal Gayle's performance Sunday evening will culminate the nine-day run of the Central Washington State Fair in
Yakima.

E'bu~g

festival set for

Two days of good food, music
and some of the best arts and
crafts in Central Washington will
be in the community Oct. 3 and 4 as
part of the second annual
Ellensburg Festival of the Arts.
The festival, sponsored by the
Ellensburg Art Commission, will
feature musical, dramatic and
dance performers, food booths,
craft artists selling their wares on
the street and a variety of arts
shows. A free street dance is also
planned this year. The celebration
will begin each day at 9 a.m. and
will end at 6 p.m.

Oct~

3-4

The new Rotary Pavillion on public during the festival.
Pearl St. will be the center of acSaturday from 8-12 p.m., the
tivity. Booths will be set up side by block between Fourth and Fifth
~ide along the block between
Aves. will be sectioned off for a
Fourth and Fifth Aves.
free street dance. "Moondance" of
Some of the local groups who will Ellensburg will provide the music.
This year, as last, a banner
participate include the CWU
Drama Department, Elensburg theme is being promoted to add
Dance Center, the Steve Sherman more color to the festival. Display
Singers and Carol Gumming's _, booth operators may substitute a
Polynesian Dancers. There will be banner for the entry fee and parperformances daily at 10 a.m., 2 ticipate in the competition among
p.m. and 4 p.m.
booths for the best banner.
Arts shows at the public library,
Any resident of Centra l
McCullough's Restaurant, the Washington who produces origina;
Ellensburg Art Gallery and the creative work may participate in
Valley Cafe will be open to the the annual festival.
(
'

)

That's entertainment
THE VIRGIN VINYL SHOW,
KCAT's new album preview, will
be played every Tuesday from 8-9
p.m., followed by the Rockin' '60s
Show. Wednesdays from 6-9 p.m.
are reserved for the Jazz Show.
THE ELLENSBURG FESTIVAL
OF THE ARTS, now in its second
year, will ·be the major event in the
downtown area Oct. 3 and 4. The
Festival will highlight performers,
artists and craftspeople from all
over Central Washington.
PETER GRIES and Elizabeth
Gaskill will present a recital of
songs by Schubert, Hadyn and
Mozart tonight. The free 8:15 p.m.

concert w~ _be at Grace Episco}J2 I
Church in ~ensburg.
~LEC~I!:; PJ.JOEND' 1 a
"Ontemporary~ \-or at PO!'c 1.:w1t·

i:.HE

fron: . .:.,ond0n, wi:l be ir~ ~iertz
Recital Hall at 7 p.m. on Oct. 3.
General admission will be $5 and
admission for students and senior
citizens will be $2.50.
LEAVENWORTH'S AUTUMN
LEAF FESTIVAL runs through
Oct. 4. For more information, contact the Leavenworth Chamber of
Commerce, (509)548-7914.
THEY'RE OFF AND RUNNING
at Yakima Meadows in Yakima,
weekends through 'Nov. 29.
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'Excalibur' takes us back to sixth century
in the King Arthur legend and' the
famous sword Excalibur, you can't
afford to miss it.
"Excalibur'~' blends the many
By TAMI THEDENS.
twists of plot into a believable fairy
Of the Campus Crier
tale which leaves one wondering
Most of today's movies are slick · how so many different things could
modem sagas of divorce, infidelity go on in such a supposedly simple
and the perils of today's society. age.
"Excalibur", is anything but that.
A lot of time and money was
It is an adventure film with love, spent in making the film. This is
jealousy and betrayals thrown ui no low-budget, . B-rate movie.
for good measure. Watching it, we . Elaborate sets, period costumes
are taken back to another time and and the fascinating special effects
place where battles won and riches of Merlin the Magician's wizadry
gained were the most important are examples of some of the finer
things in life.
features of the film.
Centered around ihe legend of
British director John Boorman
King Arthur and the Knights of the did an excellent job with "ExRound Table, this film is in- calibur" i - especially in the
credibly authentic to the sixth cen- casting. Most of the actors are
tury. If you've ever had an interest unknown, which makes the
Editor's note: "Excalibur" is ploying today in

ttie SUB Ballroom at 3, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

characters easier to identify with.
·Audiences tend to typecast wellknown actors and may not accept
them in an Unfamiliar role. Since
most of the cast is free from that
typecasting, they - are just that
much more believable in their
roles.
· Nigel Terry as King Arthur is in
convincing form as the young and
innocent Arthur before he draws
the sword from the stone, and· in
his · early days of ruling the
kingdom. His bride Guinevere is
portrayed by Cherie Lunghi, who
gives a fair performance.
·
Lancelot, King Arthur's trusted
· friend who later becomes his rival,
is played by Nicholas Clay. Clay's
good looks and friendly manner
almost make him the hero of the
film, but one character definitely

CIUsics
back
The classic film series, spon-

Radio Rap
By JIM RILEY
KCAT Station Manager

Radio transmissions from Seattle are sometimes distorted or
blocked completely by the mountains that surround the Kittitas ·
Valley. Fortunately, companies I
like King Videocable have the
facilities to bring in these signals
and send them down the cable to
our homes - for a price, of course.
It is this cable which carries the
ignal for the campus-based rock
tation KCAT. we do not broadast through the air; you must
ve your stereo wired to the
able.

steals the show - Merlin the Magician,
Nicol Williamson as Merlin is-a
ve~ran actor who outdoes himself
in the role. Mixing comedy and
magical feats, he keeps the audience either in stiches or awestruck.
Later in the film, the audience is
introduced to Arthur's eutopic
Camelot, a hustling and bustling
center of colors, sights and sounds.
This is where the Knights of the
Round Table gather -for their
strategic battle plans and also
where Arthur and Guinevere
reside.
Eventually, Camelot's good fortune runs out, the king's queen is
gone and Arthur sends out his
knights to search for the Holy
Grail; a last attempt to restore the

sored by the ASC and the Department of English, continues this fall
If you don't have a TV, just wire · in Hertz Recital Hall.
Cable service is provided free of
One of 10 films from seven difthe
cable directly into your radio.
charge in all on-campus housing.
The round, black wire hanging out The easiest method of all is to buy ferent countries will be offered
of your wall is the cable. Your TV a cable-splitting kit from King each Sunday at 7 p.m. Admission
is $1.50 ·each, or $8 for the series.
may have a spot where you can at- Videocable.
One of the films has already been
tach the wire directly. If not, you ·
N?w you're ready to eni?Y radio j shown, but it would still cost less to
will have to get an adapter from
the University Store or King stations from Seattle, Yakima and buy the season pass than to p~y for
Videocable. The adapter will at- of course your own campus rock each of the nine remaining films
individually.
tach to the two screws on the back station KCAT FM 91.
The classics being shown this
of the TV marked VHF.
Over 600 people cast votes during
Now for your radio. Get some registration in the KCAT Top 100 quarter include:
antenna wire (the flat type is Song Poll. The results have been
easier to work with than the tallied and the 100 all-time greatest
The 1944 American thriller
round). Connect it to the two VHF rock'n'roll songs as v~ted on by the . "Laura," directed by Otto Premscrews on the back of your TV and student of Central will be broad- inger - Oct. 4; "The Tin Drum,"
then to the two screws marked cast this Sunday, Oct. 4 from 3 p.m. from Germany. The 1979 Academy
"antenna" on the back of your - ~o midni~ht without commercial . Award winner for Best Foriegn
radio. ______________________
mterrupt10ns.
Film deals with a boy who refused
I'

~::...--------------l-.;.::;::::.;..

1

~~~~s

"Excalibur" is a get-away film
- three hours of fantasy done with
such style one wonders whether
the legend of King Arthur is fairy
tale or fact.
The week's 10 most frequently
played songs compiled from the
playlists at CableRock KCAT FM
91:
1. HEAVY METAL, Sammy Hagar
2. WHO'S CRYING NOW, Journey
3. HEAVEN, Rolling Stones
4. LADY OF THE EIGHTIES, Loverboy
5. SO THIS IS LOVE?, Von Halen
6. WOMAN IN LOVE, Tom Petty
7. BELLA DONNA, Stevie Nicks
8. SOLAR ANGEL, Judos Priest
9. YEAH, YEAH, YEAH, Kix
10. WHAT HAVE I DONE WRONG, Rage

to grow up in Nazi Germany - Oct.
11; "Guernica," a 1976 Italian film
about the Spanish Civil War - Oct.
18; a film from Peru, made in 1970,
"The Green Wall" - Oct. 25, and a
movie made by Charles Chaplin in
1928, "The Circus" - Nov: 1.

Thursday, October 1
3, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
SUB Theater
Admission: $2.00

Thursday is Ladies ·Night
9 - 1:30 a.m.

Enjoy Tequila Tuesday

Ill! NEXT WEEK:
6:30 a.m - IOp.m

The movie ends as it begins with a large and violent battle.
The mood of the ending is hopeful
although the battle scene
culminates in many deaths.

EXCALIBUR

THRESHOLD

Dining room

fallen city.
Most of the film's gory effects
are in this section -of the knights'
conquest. Vfolence plays a large ·
part in ;"Excalibur" The battle
scenes are very real and- very
bloody. - In keeping with the
authenticity of the fihn as a whole,
though, this is only fitting.

1
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Dick Tracy - still black of hair, Comedy chronicles
steely of eye, square of jaw
character~changes
By DENISE HUBER
Washington (AP) - Dick Tracy, and on the radio as the tough dick
who matched violence with who could gun down a gangster
violence as he ~opped up the likes and deliver this sermon to his
of .B.B Eyes, Flatto, Mumbles and tender audience:
the Brow, observes 50 years on
''Johnny Mintworth paid the
newspaper comic pages Sun. - still price for living a loose, careless
black of hair, steely of eye and life. He made his first mistake
square of jaw.
when he kept company with a girl
The strip was the first to depart who was a perfume thief. He
from the "funnies" approach, thought she ·.;as cute."
delighting in showing death in
Dick Tracy was even parodied in
graphic detail: bullets passing another comic strip, Li'l Abner, as
through heads, a pool of blood, a "Fearless Fosdick", a detective so
body trapped under ice.
inept that he once killed 42 people
Dick Tracy's "immorality". while trying to arrest a balloon
brought complaints back in 1931 - vender.
and in 1981. Last May, the HarTracy was born in the days of the
risburg, Pa. Patriot-News dropped depression, prohibition and
Dick Tracy and another strip, say- gangsters, the brainchild of
ing, "These strips are not Chester Gould. In "The Celebrated
marginal, violence is the sole Cases of Di9-k Tracy" published
reason for their existence, ter- last year by Chelsea House, Gould
rorism is the grist for their mill." is quoted: "I ·decided that if the
Tracy first appeared on Sunday, police couldn't catch the
Oct. ~ 1931, in the old Detroit Mir- gangsters, I'd create a fellow who
ror as a witness to a robbery who is could.
called to view a police lineup. He
There followed a memorable set
notices a woman in a cell, has a of bad guys: ''The Blank", a
hunch and thr.ows a punch, and faceless man whose name was
from the masculine way she ducks Frank Redrum - murder spelled
unmasks a male crook in women's backwards; Jerome Trohs, ·a
clothing'
midget who is scalded to death in a
Eight days later he proposes to shower; B.B. Eyes, a World War II
Tess Trueheart, watches helpless- bootlegger; Flattop, a killer for
ly as Big Boy's thugs kidnap Tess hire; Pruneface, Haf-and-Haf,
and gun down her father during a Angeltop and Torcher.
holdup. Then this colloquy between
Their names often spelled their
the police chief and Tracy:
worst traits backwards and nearly
"How'd you like to join the plain · always matched their appearance.
clothes squad?"
"I wanted my villians to stand out
"You've taken the words right definitely so that there would be no
out of my mouth."
mistake who the villian was,"
Thus the super-detective was Gould said once.
created, to sally forth and in print,
Gould retired in 1977 and the
in Saturday matinee movie serials

strip is now done by writer Max
Collins - who was born 17 years
after the first strip - and artist Rick
Fletcher, who had worked with
Gould for 16 years.
Gould also created endearing
characters: Gravel Gerttie, the
crone with the silken-gray hair;
B.O. Plenty, whose name needs no
explaining; Diet Smith, the ty-,
coon; Vitamin Smith, the· JohnBarrymore-like actor who was
always popping pills - the nice
kind.
Dick Tracy introduced scientific
marvels years ahead of their time,
the most famous the two-way wrist
radio; later a two-way wrist TV.
Tracy and his wife had no whirlwind courtship either. They married on Christmas Day in 1949.
Daughter Bonnie ·Braids was born
two years later and son Joesph
Flintheart Tracy 24 years after
that.
The half-century doesn't seem to
have aged Tess either. In the current episode, one involving a guy
with narcolepsy named Dozer, a
curvaceous Tess comments that
the Mole turned out to be a nice old
man.
"Don't let this get out," says
Dick, with unaccustomed charm.
''I always did kind of like the
Mole."
And indeed he must have. In
1941, after the Mole held a gun on
Tracy, the detective rushed him,
held his head underwater, kicked
him in the face and then brought
him a Christmas present in jail.
Another touching moment in the
half-century of Dick Tracy.

Of the Campus Crier

"Same Time Next Year," one of
the plays on Central's 1981 summer
repertory playbill, will be
presented again by the Drama
Department this fall, this time as a
dinner theatre production.
The Bernard Slade comedy will
be directed by Drama Professor
James Hawkins. Central student
Jaimee Miller and Rick Boal, a
student at Western Washington
University, star as Doris and
George, a pair of people who end
up spending a night together while
each is on vacation without the
family.
After their initial encounter,
they make a pact to meet at the

'same hotel one weekend out of
every year.
The play is divided into six
scenes, each separated by five
years. Therefore, the story spans
25 years and the comedy is seen by
the changes each character goes
through during the years.
The dinner theatre will be at the
Tower Theatre on the second floor
of McConnell Hall. The dates are
Oct. 2 and 3, and Nov. 9 and 10.
Dinner will begin at 6 p.m. and the
performance at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $10 each and are on
sale at the Ellensburg Daily
Record and at the SUB information
booth.
The dinner will be a buffet consisting_ of ham, turkey and roast
beef entrees.

BACK

WELCOME

STUDENTS

Buy one
DOUBLE BURGER at regular price,
get SECOND for FREE
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Focus on photographers
in new Spurgeon show
By STEVE FISHBURN
Of the Campus Crier

The idea that the person behind
the camera rather than the
camera itself creates the final image is the major concept behind
the photography show currently
running at Sarah Spurgeon Gallery
in Randall Hall.
"The Diana Show, Pictures
Through A Plastic Lens,"examines uses of Diana, and inexpensive, plastic camera introduced in
the late 1960s. The show features
80 prints of photographs taken by
43 clifferent photographers.
CWU Art Professor Jim
Sahlstrand said the camera has
many different uses ''but the main
thing is that it frees the
photographer to explore creative
avenues not possible with a hightechnology camera."
Alienated by high-technology
equipment, many photographers
have turned to the Diana to satisfy

their aesthetic needs. A majority
of the artist's whose work is
displayed say the camera's simple
operation is a means of freeing
them visually and of encouraging
spontaneity.
The camera creates dreamlike
photographs because of their
haziness, a result brought on by the
camera's plastic lens. The unique
and magical optical effect of the
plastic Diana lens finds expression
in the photographs in many ways.
One observer at the show said
the pictures gave him "a feeling of
alienation or loneliness. Many of
the pictures are of empty places,
sad people, fringes of life."
The Diana was marketed in the
mid-1960s as a means of learning
about photographic vision without
being unduly concerned with
machinery, but the lack of quality
control made the camera extremely difficult to use.
The show is running in the Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery through Oct. 16.
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'The moon, the hunt, the virgin'
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One of the 80 prints o·n display in Sarah Spurgeon Gallery until Oct. 16. All were taken with the Diana, a camera
considered a 'toy' by some.

•
•

1. 101 Uses for a Dead Cat. by Simon B0nd . (Clarks o n N
Potter. $2 95) Cartoon humor .

•
•

•
•

2. The Clan of the Cave Bear, by Jean M . Auel. (Bantam.
$3 . 75) Cro-Magnon 1Neanderth i1 saga .

•
•

e•

3. Firestarter, by Stephen King . 1:,;. u Signet. $3 .95)
Terror becomes child's play : fich)ri

e•

By DENISE HUBER

4. A Confederacy of Dunces, by John Kennedy Toole .,
Grove . $3 .50) Hilarious Puiitzer Prize winning novel.

•
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•

•
•

5. If There Be Thorns, by V.C . Andrews . (Pocket. $3 50)
The Dollanganger horror continues : fiction

•
•

•

6. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birnbach .

•
•

•

(Workman . $4.95) A guide to good taste humor

•
•

7. Range of Angels. by Sidney Sheldon . (Warner. $3.50)
Ambitious prosecutors and political power : fiction

•
•

•

8. Unfinished Business, by Maggie Scarf . (Ballantine.

•
•

$3 .95) Pressure points in the lives of women.

•

9. What Color is Your Parachute? by Richard Nelson Bolles.

•

•

(Ten Speed Press. $6.95) Career and job guide.
10. Side Effects, by Woody Allen . (Ballantine, $2. 75)
Short stories by the master of humor.

•
•

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••
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No More Menstrual Cramps and Other Good News, by Penny
Wise Budoff . M.D . (Penguin . $4 .95) Women 's health guide .

M~sic

•

For Chameleons. by Truman Capote . (Signet . $3.50)
Short stories and a non fiction novel.

•
•

Changing of the Guard, by David S Broder . (Penguin. $5 95)
Power and leadership 1n America .

•
•

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••
•

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS

••

Symphony small

Concerts at home will start with
one on Nov. 21 at 8 p.m.
All home concerts will be in
Hertz Auditorium.

'Cabaret' auditions tonight

Central's Symphony orchestra
By DENISE HUBER
to be a part of the production."
will consist of 40 members this
Of the Campus Crier
The musical will require a large
season although "it is normally
number of costumes reminiscent
bigger," according to Dr. Eric
The last night of auditions for the of the early 1930' s, and
Roth, the group's conductor. Roth November musical theatre produc- Leinaweaver said he would
has conducted the symphony for tion of "Cabaret" are scheduled welcome contributions or loans of
the past three years.
for tonight from 7-10 p.m. in Mc- period costumes.
Students and community Connell Auditorium.
The play is the story of yowig
members alike were invited to
Those seeking acting roles people in a changing society, in
audition on Sept. 22 or 23 for sym- should prepare a song for audi- Germany before WWII. Lots of
phony positions, although tions, preferably from "Cabaret."
new ideas such as free love and
preference was given to the stu- An accompanist will be provided.
homosexuality surround them.
dent if two people were equally Scripts and musical scores are
It is primarily light-hearted, but
qualified.
available at the Drama Depart- a bit of tension enters into the plot
The orchestra has two returning ment office in McConnell Hall.
as a result of actions by the Nazi
community members who have
A cast · of 30-40 people will be Party.
played for a number of years.
needed for the musical, according
Musical director of the producHerbert Bird, who used to teach to Richard Leinaweaver, director tion is Music Professor John
violin at Central, will play that in- of the play. · ''We need singers, Moawad. Performances wUl be in
strument in the symphony and dancers, actors, stage technicians, McConnell Auditorium, Nov. 13, 14,
Carla Kaatz will play french horn. · costumers - anybody who wants 19, 20 and 21.
The concert schedule will start
off with concerts for young people
at an Ellensburg elementary
school on Nov. 12, but the specific
WANT INSTANT
school and time have not yet been
set, Roth said.
RESPONSIBILITY ?
Nov. 16-18 are the dates of the

{j.t

402 N. Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg

group's tour. Roth said they plan
to stage concerts in the Tri-Cities,
Walla Walla, Spokane and Wenatchee.

)t;t",,ffe"f'

A Fine Restaurant

925-6545

OPENING FOR BREAKFAST
Monday October 5th
7-11 a.m. Monday-Saturday Breakfast service
1 1-5 p.m. Monday- Thursday Lunch
1 1-12:30 p.m. Friday & Saturday Lunch
6 -11 p.m. Friday & Saturday Dinner

Fine Food in Superb Surroundings

You can get that responsibility as a
second Lieutenant in the U.S .. Air
Force.
You can fly or maintain
sophisticated aircraft or direct
wea};X)ns systems armmd lll:e v.or ld.
You might conmand a missile crew,
program computers, or ix~ rcsp:msible
for v.orld-wide cargo rIDvem:.~nt. And
there are many other challenging
jobs to be filled by graduates of
Central who have completed tw years
of Air Force RO'IC. We will even pay
you $100 a rronth while completing
your degree and yol.l may qualify for
an AFRO:rC tv.D-year scholarship. See
us in- Peterson Hall, Room 203 or
call us at 963-2314. Lt Col Dave
Hu.h bard and the s taff can get you
into a resrx:msible, well paying,
satisfying job in the Air Force.

. HOTC
Gateway to a great woy of Ide .
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... our furry friend ;~-.seen here
riveted to the tube vyh_ere he
finds his unrequited lovf!, Donna
Beck-Tyler-Cortland.
Well, · there's no accounting for
taste . ...

This summer, while you were all away enjoying the sun, we found a
new store mascot. Believe it or not (not hard to believe really) he's
a wildcat. Now you might be justified in questioning that. He just
doesn't look that wild. In fact, he's quite paunchy. Well, we think
that .it's entirely plausible that he should be a little tame looking. The
veterinarian says he's between 13 and 16 years old. That's dead to
you and me.

AN UNCLEAR PAST
Since he just doesn't talk much about where he's been we've had to
do some asking around to find out anything about his past. The New
York City Police Department had this mug shot series of a "Thomas
A. Cat" (often used alias for vagabonding male felines) taken in 1965

The most recent sighting of what
appears to be our furry friend is this
snapshot taken in 1978 at the SeaTac airport by Mrs. Pheobe Gluntz
of Seattle, showing a police officer
giving the bums rush to a "Hari
Krishna Cat" who was selling incense
and munching dry lentils. Though his
head has been shaved th is seems to be
our cat. Any other information
beyond his age is unclear. Since he
won't deny or confirm any of this information we feel it's reasonable
for us to allow him a "clean start" here at The University Store.

GIVE HIM A NAME
As you know, the only problem is that he just doesn't talk much
about his past. In fact, he won't even tell us his name, so we're
running this contest to give him a brand new one. That's where you
all come in. We want to give this wildcat a dignified and pleasant
handle so that he can live out his golden years with us at the store
with a name.
after this cat was arrested as a suspect
in the then famous "Cat Burgler"
case. Though he was released after
questioning it seems that this may
be our cat in his younger years.
The next time he turned up was in the
Haight Ashbury High Times in a picture oJ a street musician on page 8
of the August 15th, 1968 issue.
Though the article accompanying the
photo says that this street musician
was "unable" to utter anything
beyond an euphoric meow, we think
that the similarities are compelling.

So look at this cat. Look deep into his eyes, his face. Study that
physique. Try to think of a nice "wild catty" name that fits his
overall persona like a glove. Write it down on this entry blank or
on one that is in The University Store and sit back with your fingers
crossed.
You may win one of three distictly worthwhile prizes if your n'ame
is selected as the winner or runner-up.

NAME THE CAT CONTEST PRIZES
1st Place - $50 Gift Certificate
2nd Place - $25 Gift Certificate
3rd Place-;-- $10 Gift Certificate
So what are you waiting for. Jot down a name or two and leave it at
the store. Entry deadline is October 10, 1981.

--------- -- -- I cat's name
I

- - ~ ~---

your name~~~~----------~
I address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

- ---I
I
I
I
I

-------------------------
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Central increases class
offering~ in Wene1:tchee
off-canlpus program
Central is doubling its course offerings in Wenatchee this fall, with
a record-high of 16 classes starting
this month, according to Dr.
William Benson, head of Central's
off-campus programs.

Honored _

Because of the recent community interest in seeing more CWU involvement in Wenatchee, Benson
said the course offerings each
quarter will be expanded.
"Because of stringent budgets,
we are unable to offer an extended
degree program or staff the offcampus center in Wenatchee this
year," he said.
"We hope, however, that our new
classes are well-attended. We see
Wenatchee as the center of Central's outreach activities in north
central Washington. This fall's expansion of class offerings is the
first step in our long-range goal serving all of the Wenatchee Community College district, including
Chelan and Okanagan counties,"
-Benson said.
Benson noted that CWU will continue to work with WVC to developupper level university courses attuned to the local needs. .
From modern poetry to microcomputers, from the study of

John P. Foster, Mass Media professor, was honored at
Smithsonian and White House receptions this summer when
photograph he took was inducted . into the'· prestigious
institute.

a

Native American cultures or the
geology of the Culombia Basin to
Areobic conditioning and social interaction, the range of CWU fall
quarter evening classes at Wenatchee High School is widening.
Some classes, like classroom
management techniques, teaching
problems and folk and square
dance teaching methods, are
designed especially for teachers.
The unversity is offering fall
classes in business management,
sociology,
anthropology,
psychology, geology, physical
education, English and education.
University officals are also exploring the future of instructional
telecourses for academic credit in
the Wenatchee area later in the
year. "Because Yakima'a public
television station, KYVE, Channell
47, is planning to expand to Wenat1chee, Moses Lake and Quincy this
Jail, we will prehaps be able to offer telelcourses as a class option
during Winter or spring quarter,"
Benson said.
Those who want more information about Central's fall quarter
class schedules should contact
Marlene Curtis at Wenatchee
Valley College's Community
Resource Center.

Crier ads work
963-1026

-I

GJ»hil~aggy
· Sponsored by:
CENTRAL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

live
in concert
OCTOBER I 0th

7p.m.

Nicholson pavilion

TICKET OUTLET ·
BOOK and BIBLE HOUSE
Downtown Ellensburg
$4.00 advance

$5.00 day of concert .
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CWU Prof. Warren
publishes first book
The volume has been hauea · ·u1~
definitive work on the subject," by
Irwin Unger, New York U., and
"the most comprehensive, detailed
and thoroughly researched account I have ever seen of this
episode, which I believe will
become the standard work for this
event," by Vincent P. Desantis,
University of Notre Dame.
On Nov. 8, 1861, Union naval captain Charles Wilkes removed Confederate diplomats James Mason
and John Slidell from the British
mail ship Trent.

CWU Photo

GORDON WARREN

A Civil War incident that brought
the U.S. to the brink of war with
England is chronicled in a new
book by CWU History Professor
Gordon Warren.

Fountain of Discontent: The
TRENT Affair and Freedom of the
Seas, was published in June of 1981
by the Northeastern University
Press, Boston.

By intercepting the neutral
vessel and removing its
passengers instead of conducting it
to an American Port. Wilkes
violated one of the most important
principles of American diplomacy
and international law - freedom of
the seas, Warren says.
"It is ironic that the U.S. and
England were ready to go to war
over the freedom of the seas doctrine, which both supported," Warren added.

Both Secetary of the Navy Gideon Welles and Secretary of State

William Seward advised then
president Abe Lincoln to release
the pair immediately. However,
the Union public hailed the capture
of the Confederate emmissaries,
and Lincoln feared he would lose
popularity. if he released them.
Lincoln's hesitation lost the U.S.
the initiative in the affair, Warren
said. Mason and Slidell were final. ly released on New Year's Day,
1862.
The English government, primed for moriths by the dispatches of
Lord Lyons, British Prime
Minister in Washington, D.C., who
predicted U.S. hostilities, immediately started preparing for
war. They nearly doubled the
British fleet assigned to the North
American station and sent 11,000
additional troops to Canada.
The Trent incident in early Nov.
1861 brought about a nine-week
crisis which slowly died down to a
simmer. "The English were still
talking about the affair at the turn ·
of the century.,'' Warren pointed
out.
"For all practical purposes it
should have been a minor incident,
but the English reacted violently.
Why?" Warren wondered.
Warren said the Trent affair
became much more important
than it seemed because of the
perceptions of the personalities involved.
Digging into public records in
London, Paris and Washington,
D.C., during a sabbatical year,
Warren discovered that Lord
Lyons believed that Seward might
try to incite the U.S into a war with
England to save America.
In one 38-page memorandum, to
the British government, Lyons
theorized that Seward saw foreign
war as a sure-fire way to reunite
the war-tom U.S.
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Lyons saw the seizure of the Confederate emissaries as Seward's
attempt to start the hostilities.
"It is particularly ironic that it
was Seward who finally talked Lincoln into freeing the Confederate
pair pair and putting them on an
England-bound ship, when Lyons
felt that Seward was the real
threat in the whole incident,'' Warren said.
Hostilities might have come
about if the Confederate pair had
not been released, Warren feels.
''Although the whole episode is filled with comic-opera overtones, the
Trent affair turned out to be the
most perilous development in the
Anglo-American relations between
the War.of 1812 and the Venezuelan
crisis of 189,5," he said.
Warren, a student of American
diplomatic history, is currently at
work on another book-length
research project about the Bering
Sea disppute, involving the Pribilof
Islands, furbearing seals and the
U.S. seizure of British ships during
the last third of the 19th century,
leading to a 1911 treaty.
Warren, has also conducted
research on international energy
agreements for Argonne National ,
Laboratories, and is currently codirector of a research project,
·funded by a grant form the U.S.
i Dept. of the Interior, entitled, "Mt.
St.Helen's and the Federal
Response on the ·Lower Cowlitz
River."
llis essays have been published
in Makers of American
l)iplomacy, Encyclopedia of
Foreign Policy and Encyclopedia
of Southern History.
Warren, who completed his
bachelor's degree at Miami U., Oxford, Ohio, his M.A. and Ph. D. at
Indiana U., joined the CWU faculty
in 1971.
1

"CLIP AND USE"
WELCOME TO. ELLENSBURG
and

CENTRAL .WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
THIS AD ENTITLES YOU TO ONE 'FREE' ADMISSION
WHEN PRESENTED TO THE RECEPTIONIST AT Bl·MART.
Bl·MART IS PROUD TO BE A PART Of THE ELLENSBURG AREA, AND WE'RE
EQUALLY AS PRO.UD TO BE ABLE TO SERVE THE PEOPLE Of ELLENSBURG
AND KITTITAS COUNTY . WITH THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ON A WIDE
SELECTION Of QUALITY MERCHANDISE. WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU'LL
NEED TO GET ·,·ouR DORM OR APARTMENT READY FOR THE COMING
SCHOOL YEAR ... AND WE'LL SAVE YOU MONEY . CHECI< OUR MANY
DEPARTMENTS INCLUDING PHOTO-SOUND. HOUSEWARES HARDWARE.
DRUGS SUNDRIES. AND FULL LINE PHARMACY.
SINCE Bl-MART IS A MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE. YOU ARE
ADMITTED BY MEMBERSHIP ONLY. A LIFETIME FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
IS ONLY 2.00. AND ENTITLES YOU TO SHOP ANY OF THE 25 Bl-MART
STORES IN WASHINGTON AND OREGON.
AS AN INTRODUCTION TO Bl·MART, THE EMPLOYEES Of Bl·MART
INVITE YOU TO CLIP THIS AD AND PRESENT IT TO THE RECEPTIONIST
AT Bl-MART FOR ONE 'FREE' NO OBLIGATION ADMISSION. IT'S YOUR
CHANCE TO COME IN .. , .LOOK AROUND., .AND DISCOVER WHAT
OVER HALF A MILLION MEMBERSHIP FAMILIES HAVE. FOR GREATER
~VERYDAY SAVINGS. IT'S SMART TO SHOP Bl·MART.

Pharmacy Hours
~onday

Saturday

I

I

I

\-.J "- '-... \

\~\

9:30 - 6:30

9 - 6p.m.

Sunday closed

--- ---.------ ------ ..

,J

- Friday

I\.,~

)\.. "

·'

Bl-MART COUPON

------------·-----11

ALL RECORD ALBUMS ...

VAST SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM FEATUR

IN STOCK .. .ANG

MOST MAJOR ARTISTS AND lABELS
GOOD SELECTION OF COUNTRY ROCK Al'iD EASY LISTENING

EXAMPLE
LIS r 9 .98
EVERYDAY Bl·MART
8.89
SALE PRICED . . ... ,, ... , ... 7,89
CASH VALUE I 20r

EVERYDAY

Bl-MART 5.00
OR MORE

1

NOW ...

00
·

OFF

EVERYDAY

~~l~EBl·MART
LIMIT 3PERCOUPON

COUPON EXPIRES•" > '81

-·---·---···---------·············---------------------------------------·····.

JOIN US FOR A LIFETIME.OF SAVINGS!
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Campus construction sidesteps budget cuts
streets.

By GLENDA WALLACE
Of the Campus Crier

receiving a face-lift, with work be

-ing done to replant the area with

Budget cuts have all but stalled

grass and trees, and to create a

the growth at CWU - academical

diagonal walkway with benches.

ly - that is. But visible construc

Other, less visible improvements

tion on the Central campus has

included an elevator for Lind Hall

many students wondering where

with plans for one ifn Nicholson

the wiiversity's priorities lie.

Pavillion. Also, reroofing projects

"Why are they spending money

have been planned around cam

on sidewalks when they are think

pus; partial reroofing and repair

ing of cutting programs?" seems

has

to be the question most students

money is being thrown arowid, but

tradiction.

we're just maintaining what the

"The money being spent on the

taxpayer has already paid for,"

mall improvements, for exam�le,
cpmes from the capital budget,
appropriated
(July

1,

in

Rothe explained.

,

a

the timber industry falters. Accor

ding to Sunday's "Seattle Times,"

a $140 million shortage in funds for

What that means is that all con-.

school building construction is pro

struction currently being done on

jected because of declining timber

campus, visible and otherwise, is
affected

by

the

sales.

governor's

hand, are allotted to the university

latest bombshell - that if a 10.1
reduction in budget
(possibly 20 percent) this biennium

million for improvement last bien
are already contracted

budgets are two different funds.

''The two pools of dollars are

as spent.

totally isolated," he said.

Jones, CWU operates under two

legislature to divert monies to the

and operating funds .

although i t has been done.

More importantly, according to

It would

different money sources: capital

operating

Capital funding, used strictly for
proceeds

to senior citizens to earn academic

credit while watching the televi

more mixing," he said. In fact, he

Operating funds, on the other

said he feels that if the legislature

11

sion set this quarter.

A 15-week television series entitl

ed

Contemporary Health Issues"

began Sat. Sept. 26, and will con

tinue until Jan. 2, 198.

Uitered ir 8liensbu:·g

Yakima, tht::

11<H1uH<t11,y

series will take

an

s

w·ell as

prod11ced

in-di:ptt: look at

battle

calls a special session, this will be
� ·1 :ajor
. .

issue.

�fainly,

it's

a

matter

of

i.nrn1g," Jones said of the irony of
��autifying a school that faces the

The flurry of campus construction has not been affected by Spellman' s
proposed budget cuts.

problem of funding programs that
make a good university.

can watch segments that reveal
such stories as a woman and her
9-year

Last

"I think that as more pressure is

A new way to learn
variety of people from students

said,

applied to the legislature we'll see

tion fee.

a

Jones

area.

receives $25 of every student's tui

Central has made it possible for

of the

was appropriated from the capital

the capital budget

TV textbooks:

area,

an act

budget for use in the operating

of

timber sales in Washington state.
Additionally,

take

year more than a million dollars

facilities and maintenance, comes

�

street

currently the operating and capital

out. In effect the money is as good

in ested

"

Jones underlined the fact that

nium, and as Jones explained, the

the

D

and utilities, among others.

CWU was awarded more than $2

from

"

from Oct. 12-26.

grams, faculty and staff salaries

(1981-1983).

projects

Construction will continue into the fall with the closure of

from the State's general tax fund.
This fwid covers Central pro

percent

Photos by Don Moe

Still, even the capital budget

looks like it's in for tight times as

1979

through Jwie 31, 1981)," he said.

not

the

"It may seem as though a lot of

cial affairs, can explain the con

biennium

on

chitect.

president for business and finan

monies

completed

according to Donn Rothe, CWU ar

Courtney Jones, Central vice

with

been

Language and Literature Building,

are asking.

prior

The field betweera four

teenth street and the library is also

with

cancer;

a

mother addicted to drugs, and con
sequently imprisoned eight times;

as well as an inte"iew with a suc
cessful European model who talks

about her battle with alcoholism.

And Jones agrees that the cur

rent construction

is mainly for

PIONEER NEWS

beautifying purposes, but he said
some of them are very useful. He

listed the handicap renovations, as
well

as

the energy-saving

Pipes and Smoking Accessories
More than 200 paperbacks
Over 600 M azine Titles

con

struction currently underway in

ag

the physical plant.

The improvements on the malls

The CWU health issues course is

featuring television programming,

a textbook and study guide, and

ipclude repaving, planting shrubs

and small trees as well as pro
viding

better

lighting

on

the

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

every day

. 204 E. 4th

962-9565

emotional health, chemical altera

tions. of behavior, human sexuali

ty, personal health care, disease

and helath in soci�ty every Satur

day at 8 a.m.

twice monthly.
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Wildcats 2-0, take on winless Whitworth
By JOE PERDUE
Sports Editor

Looking to turn things around
and grab a post-season playoff
birth, the CWU football squad took
positive steps in that direction by

knocking off Pacific, 17-0, and
Lewis and Clark of Portland, 20-15,
in their first two games of the
season.
It is the first time since 1973 that
a Wildcat team has started out
with two wins and it was the first

Chip shots
By JOE PERDUE
Sports Editor

New coach: short
team, tall obstacles
Inheiriting a team that won just six of 30 volleyball matches in 1980
would be enough of a challenge for anyone. But couple that with the prospect of competing in a new league, and you might get even fewer takers.
But Sandy Fritz, a 1973 graduate of Indiana, seems willing to face the
task.
"So far I'm very happy with the way the girls are coming along," Fritz
said. "They are working hard and putting a lot of effort into every practice and match."
One of the problems Fritz has run into early in the season is a lack of
size on the squad. "We have a fairly short team, but we pass well and
CWU Photo
Darth Vader in pads
have an excellent defense, which makes up for our size," Fritz said.
The big guns for the spikers are Maia Tihista, Linda Lampers and
Central' s All-American candidate Tim Kofstad dares Mike Curr of Lewis and Clark to get back on his feet· CWU is
Melony Meusborne. Tihista is a "big hitter" according to Fritz and prooff
to its best st~rt in eight years, beating Lewis and Clark (Portland) 20-15 and Pacific 17-0.
vides a lot of the power hits for the team. Lampers, who is the tallest
player on the team at 5-10, is a middle blocker. Meusborne is the setter.
.
,
Fritz brought a 59-24 record with her to Central along with two league shutout for Central m 67 games,
first points on the board with 6: 31
Chris Elliott iced the game for
titles and a fifth-place finish in the State Class AA high school tourna ent the last one coming in October of left in the first quarter, thanks to a CWU in the fourth quarter with a
in 1978. Her 1979 team won 21 matches while losing only twice.
1973.
Kurt Criscione pass interception. 44-yard field goal. Elliott, who was
The Wildcats travel to Spokane Criscione picked off the ball on selected as the Wildcat-of-theSaturday to take on winless Whit- Pacific's 33-yard line and ran it Week for the game, set up the
worth College in another non- down to the five. Ted Huber, a score minutes earlier with a
conference match-up. Despite the sophomore running back from 54-yard punt that came to rest on
Pirates dismal start, CWU Coach Raymond, hit paydirt on the next the Boxers 6-yard line.
Tom Parry warns that ''they are a play with a run up the middle.
Central's defensive effort was
good football team."
The Wildcats other touchdown impressive, giving up only
Whitworth has dropped games to came just 52 seconds into the third 144-yards total offense to Pacific.
Eastern Oregon State, 44-19, and quarter when quarterback Marty Tim Kofstad led the way with 12
Western Oregon State, 19-8. Both Osborn hit wide receiver Mike tackles and Mark Greenleaf
EOSC and WOSC are nationally- Grant on a 55-yard pass play. It followed with nine.
ranked teams.
was Osborn's second touchdown
Against Pacific, Central put its pass of the season.

Elliott's foOt paces CWU,
earns 'Cat of week honors
Chris Elliott, whose kicking was
a major factor in Central
.
._
,
.
, .
Washington University's 17-0 vicSo far this young season, .l< ntz hasn t enjoyed ~he success she s b~en us- tory over Pacific last Saturday,
ed to in the past. In regular match play, the Wildcats have one wm and , has been selected as the Wildcatthree losses, but Fritz points out that overall this season the team has of-the-Week.
"won 14 and lost 14 individual games, which is a good sign. It shows that
Elliott kicked a 44-yard field goal
we can win games."
.
. .
.
in the fourth quarter to ice the
Fritz has had to make a few adjustments from co~chm~ m. the hig~ game for CWU. His kick, just three
school level. "I found that the style of offense was a llttle bit different, yards short of the school record,
she said. "I am having to stress a faster offense than.I am used to. The~e was preceded earlier by a 54-yard
are a few ot~er minor things that I also hav~ to,?o qifferent but you still punt that died at the six-yard line.
have the basic strategy of bump, set and spike.
.
For the season Elliott is averagA personal and team goal that Fritz set this fall is to make it into the ing 27. 7 yards ~er punt, but the
post-season playoffs. "We are in a new league called the Coastal figure is somewhat deceiving.
Division," Fritz said. "We are competing with Western Washington, CWU played its first game in a
strong wind and he had one punt
University of Portland, Anchorage and Fairbanks, both of Alaska."
She added that Anchorage has the tallest . team in the division a?d for minus yardage.
"they're going to be tough to knock off. I feel that we are equal to Fair- Elliott also plays defensive back
banks,. Portl~nd and Western, so I think that at ,the end of the season we'll for the 'Cats. He graduated from
be right in the thick of things."
Sammamish High School in 1979
The spikers can take a step in the right direction tomorrow night as then attended Wenatchee Valle;
they travel to Bellingham to take on Western Washington. Their next College for two years before
transferring to Central.
home match is Oct. 5 against Big Bend.

Sandy fritz

Chris Elliott

Football~==~~~==
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From page

''Greenleaf just had an outstanding game,'' Parry said, and named the North Mason grad defensive
captain for the 'Cats upcoming
game against Whitworth.
In their season-opening win over .
, Lewis and Clark, which was played
in Yakima, Central hanunered the
Pioneers on the stat sheet, but vietory was not assured until comerback Ron Gunner intercepted an
errant ·L&C pass on the Wildcat
8-yard line with 21 seconds left in '
the contest.
The Pioneers, who tried to pull
out .a victory in the last seconds of
the game, had driven to Central's
. 38 with 35 seconds to go, thanks to a
23-yard pass interference call and
a 27-yard pass play. Gunner's interception quickly ended L&C's
.dim hopes.
Offensively, Osborn made his
first game in a Central uniform one

to remember. He scored CWU's
first touchdown on a 1-yard run _in
the first quarter, threw an 8-yard
strike to fullback Kevin
Wickenhagen for a second quarter
TD and then hit Huber with a pitchout in the third quarter for Central's final points of the afternoon.
Osborn finished the game with
144-yards through the air, completing · 14 of 22 passes.
Wickenhagen was Central' s
leading rusher, running for 91
.yards on 17 carries.
. The Wildcats defense proved to
be too much for Lewis and Clark,
holding the Oregon team to only
2.38 yards and pickiJlg off four
passes.
X-tra Points: C.D. Hoiness, who
sustained a slight shoulder separation against Lewis and Clark, sat
out Saturday's game against
Pacific, but is expected to be back
in the lineup against Whitworth ...
Hoiness needs only 17-yarcls to

become the ninth 1,000-yard career
rusher in Central History ... R.J.
Williams, 1971-72, holds the Central
all-time rushing lead with 2,078
yards . . : The best start ever for
CWU was in 1973 when they won
their first six games of the season
and went on to claim the
Evergreen Conference title . . .
CWU lost last year's game against
Whitworth, 21-16, but was later
awarded a forfeit victory ... The
Pirates will more than likely be
without the services of both their
number one and two quarterbacks
. . . both sustained rib injuries
against .Eastern Oregon . . . The
lack of quarterbacks could spell
real trouble for Whitworth,
especially the way the Wildcats
defense has been playing. In two
games, only 15 points and 350 yards
have been given up by Wildcat
defenders . . . CWU has also intercepted five passes in the first
two contests.

Students wanted to keep stats
In the pocket

CWU Photo

Marty Osborn fades back to pass in recent grid action. Osborn, an Olympic
C.C. transfer, was named Evergreen Conference player-of-the-week for his
efforts against Pacific in a 17-0 Wildcat shutout.

Want to get into the football and
basketball games free this year at
Central?
Sports Information Director
Bob Guptill is looking for student

16-year veteran Parry heads
up 1981 football coaches
Tom Parry is back for his 16th
season as head football coach and
Mike Dunbar returns as defensive
coordinator, but elsewhere it is a
vastly revised coaching staff that
will guide Central Washingt~n
University's football fortunes this
fall.
Parry works with the quarterbacks and is the guiding force
behlnd the Wildcat offense in addition to having overall direction of
the program. Dunbar coordinates
the defense and works specifically
with the defensive backs.
The rest of the staff includes
Gary Frederick, beginning his 15th
year on the staff, Adrian "Bink"
Beamer and Scott Ricardo. Student assistants are former players
Harry Knell, Randy Kenman and
Earl Azeltine.
Last year Frederick worked with
the offensive and defensive lines,

but this year he is handling the inside linebackers. Beamer, who
coached the receivers last year,
has been switched to defense and
handles the line.
Ricardo is the newest addition to
the staff. He formerly coached at
his alma mater, Cal Poly- San Luis
Obispo, the University of California and the last two years at
Washington State University.
Ricardo runs the offensive line.
The addition of Ricardo has been
a definite plus to the program, according to Parry. "He brought in
some fresh ideas (from WSU) and
it blends in well with what we've
done in the past."
The student assistants are also
assets to the coaching staff. Knell,
who played on CWU's last
Evergreen Conference championship team in 1973, handles the
receivers., He caught 44 passes for

726 yards in two seasons at Central, sixth best on the Wildcat
career list. His 514 yards in 1972 is
the third best single season total in
CWU football history.
Since 1973, Knell has been working in the field of recreation in his
native Hawaii. He is returning to
CWU to earn his degree and hopes
to enter the field .of teaching and
coaching.
Kenman played on last year's
Wildcat team. The 6-4, 250 offensive tackle was a starter for most
of the two seasons he played at
Central. Prior to enrolling at CWU
he was a two-time all-conference
center at Columbia Basin College.
Kenman is assisting Ricardo
with the offensive line. A graduate
of Swnner High School, he will
complete work
this fall and
receive a degree in land-use planning.

help to keep statistics at all of the
home games for the CWU football
and men's and women's basketball
teams. He is also in need of a parttime student assistant to work in

his office.
Interested people should contact
Guptill at his office, 106 Edison
Hall. His phone number is 963-1491.

Sports schedule
Friday, Oct. 2
Volleyball
at
Western
Washington, 6 p.m.
Women's soccer vs. PLU, 3:30
p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 3
Football at Whitworth.
Men's and women's cross coun- ·
try ·at Fort Casey Invitational.

Sunday, Oct. 4
Men's soccer vs. Eastern
Washington, 1:30 p.m.
Women's soccer vs. Evergreen
State College, 11 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 5
Volleyball vs. Big Bend, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 7
Men's soccer at UPS, 3 p.m.

PEACE CORPS

Feaiuring:
Fresh clams, salmon,
· crab, prawns,

All This And Less

and many other Seafood itPms :
Also available,

Deli Items

with a wide selection
of Meats and Cheeses
200 W. Main
925 - 5229
10 - 6p.m.

Tuesday - Saturday

Less hunger ;rnd sickness. Less illiteracy. Less poverty and
ignorance. Less intoierance and strife. Less of a lot of thin_gs that
the world doesn't need. That's why we need more Peace Corps
volunteers. Talk to our representatives and find out how, where,
and why. Peace Corps. The toughest job you'll ever love.

INFORMATION:
Oct. 13 I I - 3 p.m.
Oct. 14 9 - 3 p.m.

Seminar
Oct. 14, 4p.m.
Teanaway Room SUB

Interviews By appointment,
Oct 14·15, 9 - 4 p.m.
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Pigskin picks

. Bob Guptill has the honor of beillg the Crier's
first guess guesser of the year. Guptill is startillg his second year as Sports Information

Db:ector at CWU. He is a 1974 WSU grad and
· before coming to Central he was the sports
. editor of the Dalles ·chronicle and the
Ellensburg Dally Record.

Joe Perdue

College

Ted Zurcher

: Tom Tomasek

Alan Andenon

MattMcGillen

Bob Guptill

cwu

cwu

Willamette

Willamette

Willamette

Washington

Washington

Arizona State

Washington State

Washington State

CWU at Whitworth

cwu

cwu

cwu

Western WA at Willamette

Western WA

Willamette

Willamette

Arizona State at Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Pacific at Washington State

Washington State

Washington State

Washington State

Washington State

cwu

USC at Oregon State

USC

USC

USC

USC

USC

USC

Purdue at Wisconsin

Purdue

Purdue ·

Purdue

Wisconsin

Purdue

Wisconsin

Michigan State at Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Colorado at UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

Colorado

UCLA

North Carolina at Georgia Tech

GeorgU. Tech

Georgia Tech

North Carolina

Georgia Tech

North Carolina

Georgia Tech

Oregon Tech at. PLU

PLU

PLU

PLU

PLU

PLU

PLU

Seattle at San piego .

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

Denver at Oakland

Oakland

o~

Penver

Oakland

Oakland

Kansas City at New England

Kansas City

Kansas City

New England

Kansas City

· Kansas City

New England

New York Jets at Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

· Mfami

Miami

Green Bay at New York Giants

New York Giants

Green Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

Cincinnati at Houston

Houston

~ouston

Houston

Houston

Houston

Houston

San Francisco at Washington

Washington

San Francisco

San Francisco

Washington

Washington

San Francisco

Cleveland at Los Angeles

Cleveland

Los Angeles

Cleveland

Los Angeles

Los Angeles

Los Angeles

Chicago at Minnesota

Minnesota

Chicago

Chicago

Minnesota

Chicago

Minnesota

Atlanta at Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Atlanta

Atlanta

Atlanta

Philadelphia

~

Pros

. San Diego
Oakland

Crier launch~s football forecast
Every football season, hundreds
of football forecasts, pools and
other methods of prdicting the outcome of college and professional
football games spring up. Not to be

outdone, the Crier is doing the
same thing.
Every week during the football
season, the experts from the Crier
staff and one guest guesser will lay

it all on the line and pick the winners for the upcoming weekend of
grid action.
Regulars will be Joe Perdue,
current Crier sports editor, Tom

Bob Guptill wii be the first guest
guesser. Guptill is the Sports Information Director for Central and is
a self-proclaimed expert on football.

Tomasek and Ted Zurcher, Crier
staff sports writers, Alan Anderson, Crier managing editor, and
Matt McGillen, former Crier
sports editor and current editor-in-

, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r---==========chief.
- - --

BRING THIS COUPON

*Facilities include:
-Indoor Tennis
& Racquetball
Courts
-Saunas
$30 a month or
$60 a quarter
Racquet Oub unlimited play,
no court fees,
925-4025
no dues
3Yi miles east on Vantage Highway

-

l FOUR
SEASONt.
S·P ORT CENTER .

~~~

Ug_ly Bear.Tavern
Bring your hunger and thirst on down
for Doily Specials

Sunday: free

pool

4-toble::~,

Monday/And
Tuesday: free popcorn with purchase

~

~ ......... ~. ~..~.. ~~ ~! ..~!.~ ..... ~.1.~~ .~.~-~-~~.9. ..... ~~.~.:~ -~ .~.~ .......... :

____________ _!hurs.-Fri.-Sat_:_ on_!Y___________ _

~

Schwinn 10-speeds

i\~·1~

Fastest service
1

World Sport
Traveler
Le Tour
Super Le Tour
Voyager

SKI PAR~Sg.. ;...

reg.
179.95
199.95
254.95
319.95
379.95

(large selection) 4.;t:b

spec.
149.95
199.95
169.95
249.95
299.95

15°/o
off
·"

· · ·•

-------------------~---r-----------

THE

WONDERFUL

PUZZLER
·rHE MIND-BOGGLING
PUZZLETHAT'SDRIVING
,MILLIONS MAD 1! ! !

I

Jogging Suits

I Excellent selection

l

1
I
I
I

BACKPACKING
~ents
40% off

I

300/0 off

:Frame Packs ·400/o of
1 Hundreds of other
Sweat Pants
.
.
(reg. 17.00) 8.95 I backpackmg items
I
at 30 O/o off

----------------------~----------

Wednesday:free pool. 4 -table5
Friday/ And Schooners 3 for $1.00
Saturday: or pitcher 1.75 until 7 p.m.
'\

Variety of Deep-Fried Food
and Fresh Sandwiches
Pinball , Pool, Electronic Games
Punchboard's, Pull Tabs, Foosboll
Card Room
KEGS, PONY KEGS TO GO

111 West 3rd

~

925-4602

~i\te

Athletic Shoes

~

Maybe the finest
selection in eastern Wash.

Puma

· ~·

~\def
·~~

~ ,
~ . .Brooks

Spaid:
''1g
Cotl"e

r~

-----------r-----------T---------Tennis
t Unadvertised Specials t Athletic Shirts

Davis racquets
I Shoes(one section)4.99·1
Many styles
Vi price t
I
Tennis clothes
t Clothing (One rack)
I
250/o off
I
'---------400/o off l
Adidas Women's Corsica Swimsuits
Head racquets
I
400/o off
30 O/o off iI Mac G regor Basketballs synthetic
. leather
Ba d en me t a I
. racquets
9.95_.........1
Vi pr~ce
____________________

....

._.""'""".,._~

--.,._~~....,.~~.,,_,~_,_____,~: ~
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Harriers 2nd
at W·W·

C uncil

ember
elps CWU rally

By G. SCOTT SPRUILL
Of the Campus Crier

The football team isn't the only
squad at Central that goes through
a strenuous pre-season workout.
The Wildcat cheerleaders received
expert instruction from Darla
Lingle of the World Cheerleading
Council this past summer.
Lingle, ·23, a graduate of Cal
State Fullerton, has worked for the
Dallas-based council for the past
seven summers teaching at
camps. She was recently hired as a
full-time staff member by the
council.
The CWU Booster Club and
President Brian Dano arranged for
Lingle's visit to Ellensburg and it
could pay off for CWU fans this
fall.
"The girls worked extremely
hard,'' Lingle said of the CWU
cheerleaders. "I saw a 90 percent
improvement during the time I
was here."
The visit to Ellensburg wasn't
the first for the Californian. She
had been here three other times as
an instructor in the annual high
school cheerleading camp, held
each summer on the CWU campus.
Lingle said cheerleaders have to
be athletes and she doesn't see a
decline in the quality of
cheerleaders, despite the increase

in the number of girls involved in
prep athletics in the past decade.
''A lot of girls do both (play
sports and cheerlead)," she said.
"I was involved in five sports in
high school."
A major responsibility for
cheerleaders is crowd control,
Lingle says. "A good cheerleader
tries to transfer negative attitudes
of the fans into positive aspects. Instead of rooting against a team,
you try to get them to root for your
team."
Lingle also said cheerleading
"got carried away for awhile with
trying to be performers instead of
cheerleaders. It was a branch-off
from the Dallas Cowboys
cheerleaders. That isn't the purpose. It's leading cheers, not performing."
Leading the cheers this fall for
the Wildcats will be a trio of
juniors, two sophomores and a
freshman. Joy Barney of Oak Harbor, Kiki Haberman of Selah and
Barbara Paup of Seattle are
juniors, Melissa Neff of Olympia
and Mary Kay Parton of LeavenPhoto by Al Costillo
Service with a smile
worth are sophomores al'ld
CWU' s Linda Lompers goes up to spike the boll off a set by Melony
freshman Robin Logan of Sumner
Meusborne in a game against Alaska-Fairbanks last weekend at Nicholson
roilnds out the group.
Pavilion. The Wildcats split with the Alaska squad and dipped their record to
1-3.

'Cat -spikers split with

·-;m Alaska-Fairbanks, hit road
~

CWU Photo

By TED ZURCHER
Of the Campus Crier

The CWU women's volleyball
squad wrapped up a busy week
with a big win over the University
of Alaska-Fairbanks last Sunday
afternoon at Nicholson Pavillion.
The Wildcats swept Alaska away
in three games, 15-12, 15-2and15-7.
The Wildcats travel to Bellingham tomorrow to battle the Vikings of Western Washington
University. Central is hoping to improve their 1-3 record against the
shorter Yikes.
In other matches last week, Central lost in five games to the same
Alaska-Fairbanks squad on Saturday afternoon.
After falling behind two games
to one, Central came back to tie 2-2
· with a 15-12 victory. The Wildcats
took an early lead in the final game
but eventually fell behind and lost
the final game 15-6.

Kathy Mauer (senior - Lake
Stevens) was a standout for the
Wildcats with her aggressive play.
The Seawolves of the University
of Alaska-Anchorage came to
Ellensburg Thursday and Friday
for a two-match series with Central. The Wildcats dropped both
matches to the taller Alaskans.
"They have girls 6-4, 6-1 and
5-11," said Coach Sandy
Fritz. "Our tallest player is only
5-10."
According to Fritz, the Wildcat
squad has the potential to be a
league power. "The girls are hard
workers. They pass well and play
good defensive ball," she said.

The 1981 edition of the CWU
cross country team debuted
nothing short of its perennial pr<r
wess as the Wildcats finished second at the 10-team Whitman Invitational in Walla Walla last
Saturday.
Running without the services of
graduated national-placers Jack
Stillmaker, John Freeburg and
Phil Phimister, Central now
depends on seniors Ted Mittelstaedt and Kent Hernandez,
junior Paul Harshman and
sophomore Bob Prather, back for
1981.
"This is a rebuilding year for us,
but I think we're going to come
back very quickly," said Coach
Spike Arlt. True was his word, for
down in wheat world the 'Cats
dashed to placings of 3rd, 9th, 15th,
21st and 40th, placing second
behind Eastern Washington.
Mittelstaedt lead Central' s attack, finishing with a 25:11 time
over the 8,000 meter (4.9 mile)
course. South African Christy
David of North Idaho, Community
College was the individual winner
at 24:32. Harshman, a junior from
Nathan Hale, finished ninth in
25: 38. Hernandez, from Puyallup,
placed 15th at 25: 59 and Prather, of
Selah, came in 21st in 26: 13.
Charles Purnell, a freshman from
California, finished 40th overall,
timing 27:04. Roger Howell, Central's national marathoner from
last spring, placed 5oth in 27:24.
''When you graduate your top
three runners like we did, it's
tough to come back, but we're going to be right in there in a week or
two," said Arlt.
A week or two indeed, next
Saturday Central travels to Whidby Island in the Sound for the Fort
Casey Invitational featuring
Washington's best in Cross Country. The meet will send Central
against Evergreen Conference
nemesis, Simon Fraser who Saturday took their own invitational in
impressive fashion.
Fraser swept the top four places
with all running under 32 minutes
for 10,000 meters [6.2 miles].
Western Washington also showed
early-season strength, placing
third behind Fraser, 20-44.
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Christenson: talent and,potential

1

By TED ZURCHER

To improve, Christensen trains
every day by running 10 miles and
working out in the weight room.
She enjoys running and likes the
competition.
Christensen would like to see the
cross country team qualify for the
national meet, which will be held in
Idaho this year. To do so, the team
must place no worse than second at
regionals. "I think we can do it
because we have a lot of talent and
potential," she said.

Of the Campus Crier

"However, for the amount of work
Not too many sophomores have
we did, I was pleased with the accomplished what Carol
team's effort. We will be stronger Christensen has in her career as a
With only five days of practice once we're in better shape."
long distance runner. Last year as
Spokane Community College, led a freshman at CWU, she qualified
behind them, the CWU women's
cross country team finished in by Michelle Ballentine's winning for the national meets in both cross
sixth place in the Whitman Invita- time of 18: 21.8, swept the first country and track. Running with a
three places to win the meet easily. stress fracture in her left leg she
tional at Walla Walla last week.
Carol Christensen led the managed to place a respectable
Central will travel to Whidbey
Island this Saturday for the Fort Wildcats, covering the 5,000 meter 84th in the cross country National
Casey Invitational. A field of course in 20:31.9, to place 25th. She Meet in Seattle last fall.
200-300 runners is expected, which was followed closely by teammate
Christensen grew up in Iowa
will be the largest regular season Laura Myers, who finished 27th, where she graduated from
meet in which the Wildcats par- clocking 20: 35.5.
Lohrville High School. Her family
Kitty Teller, a four-year varsity moved to Langley, Wash. in June,
ticipate.
"We found out how out of shape performer for the Wildcats, finish- 1980. She had a long successful runwe were at the meet," · said ed 34th with a time of 20:45.6. "She ning career in Iowa which began
has shown much improvement," when she was in junior high school.
Wildcats coach Jan Boyungs.
said Boyungs.
"I ran the quarter-mile because it
Other finishers for Central were: was the longest distance," she
Jeri Watson, 21:12.2; Kimberly commented.
Bird, 27:14.9; and Paula Gregory,
In high school she ran the 800 and
27:30.2.
1500 meter races and always did
Bird and Gregory, both well. The one and two mile relay
freshmen, pleased Boyungs.
teams she was on placed 2nd at the
Dance
great
Mikhail "They didn't start out too fast state meet three. years in a row.
Baryshnikov heads the lineup of at- which could have forced them to She also placed in the mile each
tractions on Northwest Releasing's drop out. They ran a good race." year of high school, with her best
1981-82 Subscription Series.
In addition to the famed
Baryshnikov, · who'll dance with
American Ballet Theatre star Cyn.thia Harvey and Pacific Northwest
Ballet, are the Broadway musical
"They're Playing Our Song" and
"The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas." Also due for the Seattle
stage is James Earl Jones who'll
bring Shakespeare's classic
"Othello" to the Moore Theatre.
Others on the schedule include
the Joffrey Ballet, Lou Rawls, Victor Borge and Cleo Laine, who'll
team up with flutist James Galway
for two special evenings at the
Opera House.
The new series is divided into
five entertainment packages: pop
music, jazz, dance, Broadway and
great artists. Subscribers pay a
single price for the particular
category that appeals to them.
Inaugurated 21 years ago, Northwest releasing's annual series offers subscribers special rates,
preferential seating, tickets mailed to their homes or offices, and
advance notice and discount prices
on shows added to the schedule
during the year.

By TOM TOMASEK
Of the Campus Crier

Baryshnikov
leads series

Carol Christenson
performance coming during her ·
senior year, when she ran to a
second-place finish.
Besides track, Christensen also
qualified for the her high school
state meet in cross country. She
finished 4th her senior year.
"I really want to improve," said
Christensen, an elementary educa-·
tion major. "I'm really looking forward to regionals and hopefully nationals."

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • DAT• OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG • FLEX • VOE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-H. IUIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For 1nformat1on. Please Call :
[~Of-1

523-7617

1

"WE'VE

GOT A DATE.

NOV.19th':
· "That's when the
American Cancer

Society asks every
smoker in America
to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever'.'

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
American Cancer Society

t
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THE INTERNATIONAL FOLK
DANCE CLUB is meeting Tuesday
Oct. 6 at the First Baptist Church
on Fourth and Sprague. Dance instruction will be held from 8 to 10
p.m. with beginners from 8 to 9
p.m.
A NATIONAL COLLEGE
POEmY CONTEST is offering
$200 in cash and ·book prizes and
free printing for all accepted
poems. All entries must be
postmarked no later than Oct. 31,
and fees paid. Open to all college
and university students. All entries
must be unpublished originals and
less than 14 lines. For more information write, International
Publications, P.O. Box 44927, Los
Angeles, CA 90044, or contact the
English Department.

Thursday, October 1, 1981

CENTRAL SNGLES will hold
their first meeting today, Thursday, Oct. 1at7:30 p.m. in SUB 207.
The club is geared for older student, faculty and staff. For more
information phone 962-2425 evenings.

CWU BRIDGE CLUB is now forming. The monthly games are
open to anyone interesting in playing. For more information call
962-2076, evenings.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY,
FOR
PERSONNEL
ADMINSmATORS (ASPA) will hold
it's first meeting Thursday Oct. 6
from 7 to 9 p.m. Anyone interested
is invited to attend.

COLLEGE HUNGER NE~
WORK is sponsoring a month of
programs. "Blessed arethe
Peacemakers" a series of films,
dinners, speakers, and more. For
more information phone 925-3196.

PHIL KEAGGY AND BAND will
be feature in concert at Nicholson
Pavilion on Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. Spo~
sored by the Central Christian
Fellowship, Keaggy is formerly of
"Glass Harp."

DIRECT MAIL MARKETING
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION,
INC. is now offering 30 full-tuition
scholarships to a five-day direct
marketing institute. Seniors ma·
joring in advertisng, marketing,
journalism, communications and
similar fields are eligible. Schola~
ships cover all tuition fees, room
and board. Students are required
to pay the first $100 of transportation costs within the continental
U.S. Applications are available
from the Foundation, 6 East 43rd
St., New York, NY 10017.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
WILL AWARD $15,000 to young
compusers. The 1981-82 competition closes Feb. 16, 1982. Official
rules and entry blanks are
available from BMI Awards to Student Composers, Broadcast Music,
In., 320 West 57 St., New York, NY,
10019. The amount of each prize
and the number of prizes awarded
are at the discretion of 'the final
judging panel.

NEWSDAY SUMMER JOURNALISM PROGRAM 1982 is looking for applicants for their
minimwn 10-week internship and
aide program. The 30 paid positions are available to students who
have comleted their sophomore or
junior years, and are interested in
a newspaper career. For further
information contact James
Goodrich, Mass Media Program
director, at 963-3342.
THE KATHLEEN CONNELLY
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP is
again being offered to college
women preparing for a career in
journalism or communications.
The $500 scholarship applications
and support information must be
postmarked by Oct. 30. For information contact James Goodrich,
director of the Mass Media Pro-

:::::::==w====~===~==~=====w====w======w=====a-=====~====~====M===~~=~f!!!!!!!!I.~~,~=~~~, gram at 963-3342.

CPPC News

MEXICO
FRANCE

Accounting interviews, teacher
and arts/science placement orientation and job search workshops
·are scheduled for the following
dates:
Oct. 2; Ernst &Whitney, Touche
Ross & Co., Arthur Young & Co.,
and Deloitte, Haskins & Sells.
Teacher orientation meeting
schedule:
Wednesday, Oct. 7, - 3-3: 45 Black Hall 102, Thursday Oct. 8, 4-4:45 - Black Hall 102, Thursday
Oct.8, - 7-7:45 - Black Hall 102.
For more information students
should contact the Career Planning and Placement Center, Barge
Hall 106.

<&.ermany
England
APPLICATION DEADLINES TO STUDY IN MORELIA, MEXICO

]

December 1, 1981 (for Winter Quarter)

Atlanta warden

March I, 1982 (for Spring Quarter)

lifts hairbrush

APPLICATION DEADLINES TO STUl)Y IN AVIGNO-N, _F RANCE•
COLOGNE, GERMANY• LONDON, ENGLAND
October 15, 1981 .( for Winter Qua_rter)
January 1, 1982 (for Spring Quarter)

WHY DON'T YOU include a quarter abroad In
your 19Bl-82 academic plans. Take advan·
tage of an exciting opportunity to live and
study In another country by enrolJlng In an In·
ternatlonal program offered by CWU.

EACH QUARTER YOU CAN chose to study In
Morella, Mexico, located In the central
highlands, equal distance from Mexico City
and Guadalajara ... or In Avignon, France, a
charming city in the southern portion of that
country ... or in the. metropolitan centers of
either London, England, or Cologne, Germany. All programs Include home-stays with
native families.

FURTHER INFORMATION may
be .obtained from the OFFICE
OF INTERNATIONAI4PROGRAMS,
Barge Hall 3p8, CWII, Ell~~sb~ra;~. :: ~-~ ·__:
WA 98926 :(509)963-36!2 · .~ "·.,_~_'.·Z."
..
l
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ATLANTA (AP) - The warden
of the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary was charged with shoplifting
Sunday after a grocery store
security guard said he saw him
steal a hairbrush, police said.
Jack Hanberry was charged
with theft by shoplifting, which is a
misdemeanor, said David Yood,
Atlanta Police Bureau spokesman.
Willie Caldwell, security guard
at the southeast Atlanta grocery
store, said he saw Hanberry pull a
packaged hairbr~h off a rack,
take it out of its package and put
the brush in his pocket. Caldwell
said he stopped Hanberry at the
door and called the police.
Hanberry, an ordained Bastist
minister, gave police the prison as
his address. He was taken to Atlanta City Jail, Yood said, and later
released.
A hearing was set for Monday in
Atlanta Municipal Court.
No disciplinary action has been
taken against Hanberry, said
prison spokesman William
Noonan. He expected him to report
to work this week, but declined further comment.
Hanberry, who was a chaplain at
the federal prison before leaving
for five years, returned as warden
in 1977. He has worked in prisons in
Denver and Tallahassee, Fla., and
was honored as chaplain of the
vear at the 1971 convention of the
American Correctional Association.
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AYEAR OUT Of ,COLLEGE,
ANDA STRAUS IS MAKING AVIATIO
HIS IORY IN THE ARMY.

''I'll be seeing Germany
a way no tourist can. From the
cockpit of an Army Chinook ,
helicopter.
''I'm being assigned to
a Chinook helicopter unit in
Germany as a test pilot and
maintenance officer, and I'm
proud that I'll be the first
woman to have that assignment
over there. It's a real thrill
for me.
"So was learning how
to fly a helicopter. It takes a lot
more skill than an airplane.
If you think college is demand
ing, flight school is even
tougher. It's not only academically demanding, it's really
mentally demanding as well
as physically.
"In Germany, I'll have a
chance to use some of the leadership and management techniques I learned in ROTC. It's
going to be a real challenge having command responsibilities.

AT CENTRAL
SEE MAJOR JIM CAESAR
ROOM I 0 I PETERSON HALL
OR CALL 963 · 3518

''I'm also excited about
living in Germany. I'm looking
· forward to travelling and doing
some skiing. And I really want
to learn the language and get
to know th~ people.
"I got if1:to ROTC really
just to see what it was all about.
For me, it all couldn't have
worked out better:' ·
Army ROTC got Anda
Strauss off to a good start. Maybe it can do the same for you.
To find out, stop by your Army
ROTC office on campus. While
you're there, ask about our
scholarships and $1,000 a year
spending money you can earn
in your last two years.
And begin your future as
an officer.
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THE PLAZA

Frazzini's Pizza Place and Music Nut
Welcomes CWU Students

"DUNK THE BEAUTIES"

pizza
place
"BEST PIZZA IN TOWN"
DELIVERY 5 - 11 PM
925-9855

Dunk Tank in the Plaza
3 balls for 50cents
Oct. 1st

6 - 8p.m.

.

With this ad receive from
Frazzini's Pizza Place
Free Delivery Oct. 1 - 4
We Cater Parties call
for Details 925 9948

PLAZA SPORT FASHIONS

Central Washington Fair Special
Waterhed sheets $31 95
Matteress Pads 9. 95
Complete Waterhed system..~
for under $200. 00

708 E. 8th

Shapiro's
(in the plaza)

IN THE PLAZA

Shapiro's is primarily a

Dancewear store

featuring Dancekin, Capezio, and Flextard

.Check Our Prices On:

leotards, tights,and swimsuits, or is it

CWU Fashions

a

Pastel Sweatshirts

Books, modules and figures and a wide selection

Games store

selling Dungeons and Dragon

of Board Games including Pass-out ~nd Chug-a-lug

Sweatpants

Or is it a

Sport Jerseys

Gift shop with rubber .stamps,

cards, bags, and puzzles. . Or is it ~

Fashion Tops for Guys and Gals

Coin Shop that

Baseball Caps

average coin collector. Who knows! It is

for yourself. Maybe you need a kite or frishee

shirts and hats

MOONL~GHT

buys and sells coins for the

probably all of these and more. Stop by and see

* We do custom imprinting of
*Group discounts for teams, dorms,

zany

or tap dance shoes.

~luhs

SALE, THURSDAY, OCT· 1st

Shapiro's

7 - 10 p.m. ·
·Even Greater Savings

CHECK US OUT-IN THE PLAZA·

·in the plaza

j

